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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Institute for Computing in the Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences at the University of
Illinois Urbana-Champaign was charged with evaluating the information and communication
technology (ICT) component of the Agriculture Extension Support Activity (AESA). Funded
by USAID and implemented by the Modernizing Extension and Advisory Services (MEAS)
Program at the University of Illinois, Dhaka Ahsania Mission (DAM), CARE, and mPower
Social Enterprises of Dhaka, the goal of AESA is to strengthen extension and advisory
services in Bangladesh.
AESA works in 20 districts in the central and southwest areas of Bangladesh (Barisal, Dhaka,
and Khulna divisions) to implement capacity building and support creation of a farmer
demand-driven agricultural extension system, synergized by use of information
communication technology (ICT). The ICT specific goals of AESA are: (1) To strengthen
capacity of farmers, particularly small-holders and women, to access information on
agriculture production and marketing (directly or through extension agents); (2) To
strengthen capacity of the agriculture extension agents (both public and private) to respond to
needs of farmers timely and accurately; and (3) To strengthen National Agriculture
Information System (AIS) to deliver its services more effectively and efficiently.
The ASEA ICT program was developed by mPower and addressed these goals and
challenges by developing mobile applications for farmers and SAAOs. The five-year project
was divided into two phases. The first phase, years 1 and 2, was spent developing prototypes
of ICT applications to determine which are most promising and also to test the usability and
feasibility of each ICT intervention. A rapid prototyping approach was used combined with
considerable data gathering from farmers and other stakeholders by mPower. Four
applications have been implemented to this point, the Farmer Query System (FQS), the Crop
Diagnostic Tool (CDT), the Seed Selection Tool (SST), the Fish Diagnostic Tool (FDT), and
the SAAO Scheduler. The implementation strategy for each application involved close work
with farmer groups that had been developed by the AESA. A famer was designated “ICT
Leader” in each group and was given training in the app so he or she could facilitate use of
the apps. In addition, the SAAOs who served the farmer groups were trained in use of the
apps. These two “infomediary” roles were later supplemented by “ICT Champions,” who
were given special training and smart phones, as were a subset of SAAOs.
Using information gathered from: a site visit; analysis of server data; a field survey of more
than 300 farmers, 100 ICT Leaders/Champions, and 100 SAAOs; focus groups of farmers;
and interviews with ICT Champions, SAAOs, and Call Center personnel, the evaluation
addressed five questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

To what degree have the apps been adopted by farmers?
How satisfied are farmers with the apps?
Is the development and implementation infrastructure effective?
What are the implications of the apps for SAAOs and the AIS?
Is mPower’s development process effective and responsive to farmer needs and
perspectives? To those of SAAO’s and ICT Leaders/Champions?

This evaluation suggests that mPower has substantially addressed the ICT related goals that
were set out in the AESA planning document. They have delivered an effective set of apps
for farmers and SAAOs that show promise of improving agriculture in the districts served.
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Adoption Rate: Analysis of degree of penetration of the apps in the beneficiary group
indicates at least a 12.5% adoption rate for the first four months of the program. This rate of
diffusion is what one would expect for the beginning of an implementation effort. Typically
the adoption rate accelerates once an innovation reaches the early majority, which the apps
have done. Surveys focused on specific farmer groups using the apps indicated that about
70% of the farmers in these groups use them. These groups represent seeds of concentrated
use in the larger community that can influence surrounding farmers and communities.
Provided resources continue, we would expect the diffusion process to speed up over the next
year.
Farmer Satisfaction: There is evidence that the apps are regarded favorably and that they
solve farmers’ problems. Evidence from the survey, focus groups, and interviews with
farmers, SAAOs, and ICT Leaders/Champions consistently indicates that the apps are
regarded as useful and easy to use and respondents are recommending them to others.
Development and Implementation Infrastructure: By all accounts, the implementation
approach is working well. Focusing on farmer groups and introducing use of the farmer apps
through the the ICT Champions has led to increased use over the past four months. Results
suggest that farmers are still largely dependent on assistance from infomediaries to use the
apps. The infomediaries have been valuable in promoting use, but expanding the program
will require an expansion in the number of infomediaries, which will require resources (e.g.,
training, continuing contact, smartphones). The current infomediaries will also continue to
require maintainence and support. It is not clear whether farmers can move beyond
dependence on the infomediaries to use the apps directly themselves in the near term.
Implications for the SAAOs and the AIS: The program expands capacity to deliver
agricultural knowledge in response to farmer problems. It has increased use of ICT by
farmers and provided a useful ICT supplement for SAAOs. The SAAO tools promise to
reduce SAAO workload, improve organization, and increase SAAO’s ability to focus on
advising farmers. The SAAOs report that the apps designed for them are useful and increase
their efficiency. They generally reported that the farmer apps were useful supplements to
their jobs and they were a primary infomediary used by farmers to consult the apps. With the
rapid spread of mobile technology, the channels for agricultural information are likely to
change substantially in the future. The mobile phone and other mobile devices place ICT in
the hands of the farmers. It enables delivery of information in a much more timely and
tailored fashion than is possible when farmers have to go to community centers to use
computers or watch agricultural television programs. It has the potential to be truly
responsive to farmer needs.
Information gathered by the system has significant potential for agricultural administrators
and planners. It can help them track trends in crop selection, plant and animal diseases, and
other matters over time and space. Bundling or combining other agricultural information
services with the apps can also enhance the reach of Extension services. It would be possible
to distribute mobile-enabled agricultural education, to use of social media to build farmer
communities, and to provide mobile marketing assistance.
mPower Development Process: mPower’s approach of rapid prototyping and intense
consultation with users during the development process has been effective. The shift to more
intensively trainined and equipped ICT Champions and SAAOs in the summer of 2015
proved to be a valuable strategy that enhanced adoption and use.
3

Concerns and Issues: Sustainability and expansion of the program are key concerns at this
point. This evaluation suggests that several measures and resources are required for
sustainability and expansion:









Maintenance of the service at the server side
Expansion of the range of crops and fish covered by the apps and freshening of the
information base
For the FQS, expansion of the number of call center employees and training in new
crops
To maintain the infomediaries, continuing education and training, smartphones, and
consultation with mPower
Continuing training for the SAAOs as key users of the farmer and SAAO apps
Continuing improvement in the apps to make them easier to use by farmers with
rudimentary ICT knowledge
Continuing education and training of farmers in ICT
Careful planning of the transition of the program to the government sector

Summary of recommendations:
Implementation Program
 Expand the current program to enhance diffusion of the apps. This could be done (1)
by adding more ICT Leaders and/or (2) by having existing user-groups contact
neighboring farmer groups to encourage adoption.
Application Development
 Include more crops in the service
 To short-circuit the problem of farmers’ inability to explain their problems adequately
use the data that accumulates to guide development of a deeper set of queries for
farmers who register problems. These queries could be designed to elicit the types of
information that the call center personnel need to answer questions more quickly and
accurately.
 Continue the development cycle with the SAAO Scheduler to make sure that it
addresses problems that that SAAOs face and adds functions useful to the SAAOs.
 Coordination with government agencies is recommended in developing SAAO
scheduler as it would provide insight into their assigned duties and responsibilities
including possible changes in those in near future.
 Coordination with agricultural and weather experts are recommended in developing
new tools feature to tackle problems associated with farming problems emerging due
to climate change.
 Use open-ended nature of FQS to gather information on questions not envisioned by
the original app design. Consider adding information services that the questions
suggest.
Application Support
 Increase number of Call Center personnel to handle increased load in queries due to
the FQS
 Call Center personnel should find ways to provide redundant contacts to farmer
queries. For example, they might send as SMS if they do not get an answer on their
first call.
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Give the infomediaries guidelines and/or training in taking clear and effective
pictures. This would improve the data submitted to the FQS. Such pictures would
need to capture appropriate information to help call center personnel identify
problems, which might differ from case to case.
Tailor the training of the three apps to allow for field conditions. It is one thing to
show the SAAOs how to operate an app in “sterile” environments. A very important
adaptation would be to take into account use in field conditions, where farmers or
consulting infomediaries do not know how to describe problems in meaningful terms
or take bad pictures. Physical problems, such as malfunctions and difficulties in
finding signals should also be addressed.
Transition of the system to the government sector (AIS) should be carefully planned
so that government agencies work with mPower to manage a gradual handover. It
may also be advisable to include other nongovernmental organizations related to
agricultural information in the transition.

User Support
 Give farmers and ICT Leaders more training in the apps and in using ICT in general.
This could be done by “training the trainer” (i.e. ICT Champion) in how to train
others in using the app.
 Begin to reduce farmer dependence on infomediaries so that they can use the apps
themselves independently. This will require training and would be facilitated by
development of farmer support groups within the farmer groups who help one another
use the apps, update them, and search for new apps.
 Continue consulting with the SAAOs to ensure that they see the apps not as
“competition,” but rather as “supplements” to their extensive local knowledge. For
the SAAOs who embrace a service orientation—a significant majority according to
our focus groups and survey results—the apps can be framed as enabling them to help
their constituents.
Agricultural Information
 Experiment with other types of information such as streams of agricultural programs
on the interface. Since farmers seem to be directly accessing the app, this may be a
way to more broadly disseminate other content.
 Take advantage of social media to develop connections across farmer groups and to
develop community among farmers. Social media can be used to promote the apps
and other sources of agricultural information
The ASEA ICT Project has been effective in achieving its goals to this point. If it can expand
and sustain itself, it will bring great value to the small farmers of Bangladesh. It also points
the way to promising future uses of ICT to enhance the effectiveness of Extension services.
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1.0 BACKGROUND
1.1 Goals
The Institute for Computing in the Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences at the
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign was charged with evaluating the information and
communication technology (ICT) component of the Agriculture Extension Support Activity
(AESA). Funded by USAID and implemented by by the Modernizing Extension and
Agricultural Services (MEAS) Program at the University of Illinois Dhaka Ahsania Mission
(DAM), CARE, and mPower Social Enterprises of Dhaka, the goal of AESA is to strengthen
extension and advisory services in Bangladesh.
AESA works in 20 districts in the central and southwest areas of Bangladesh (Barisal,
Dhaka, and Khulna divisions) to implement capacity building and support creation of a
farmer demand-driven agricultural extension system, synergized by use of information
communication technology (ICT). The ICT specific goals of AESA were summarized as
follows in its ICT Strategy document:




To strengthen capacity of farmers, particularly small-holders and women, to access
information on agriculture production and marketing (directly or through extension
agents)
To strengthen capacity of the agriculture extension agents (both public and private) to
respond to needs of farmers timely and accurately
To strengthen National Agriculture Information System (AIS) to deliver its services
more effectively and efficiently

1.2 Challenges and Requirements for ICT Support for Extension
In evaluating the degree to which these goals are met, it is useful to consider challenges in
the current situation and requirements for effective use of ICTs in extension. With regard to
the current situation:






Many of the farmers to be served live in relatively remote areas that take extensive
travel time to reach. They often do not have easy access to computers or even
television, although mobile phone penetration is high. Some proportions of the
farmers are illiterate and have only rudimentary knowledge of ICTs.
Much of the current information provided by the AIS is generic and general in nature.
While it is useful and effective for educational purposes, farmers also need answers to
immediate, specific questions, such as how to handle a pest or crop disease that has
just appeared and advice on fertilization given weather conditions. To respond to the
farmer’s needs, this information needs to be tailored to the situation. At present it is
often difficult to get through to agricultural call centers and response times are slow.
Local extension agents (SAAOs), who are in a position to answer the types of
questions described in the preceding point, have to carry a large farmer load (between
1200-2000 farmers per SAAO, spread over a wide area) and travel is often difficult
and time-consuming. These factors place considerable constraints on their capacity to
transmit information to farmers
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Communication between the AIS and farmers is primarily one-way. There was no
robust means to gather information and feedback directly from farmers that could
guide

ICT programs to meet these challenges must meet a number of requirements. On
December 3, 2012, a workshop on ICT for extension at Rigs Inn, Dhaka identified critical
success factors necessary for the utilization of ICT for extension in Bangladesh:


The information that is communicated must by timely, reliable, and available at low
cost.



The potential users must be aware of the ICT tools available to them. It is not
sufficient to design a tool, it must also be promoted.



The ICT infrastructure must be inclusive, meaning that even poor farmers and those in
remote parts of the country must have access to it.



The provision of the ICT services must be based on solid needs assessments.



The literacy level of the clients must be taken into account.



The various players in the ICT sector must be networked and collaborate well.



Available technologies should be used.



The backbone of the ICT has to be based on good knowledge management and strong
linkages between research and extension (the intermediary).



A clear strategy should be pursued (targeted information, message, and format),
taking into account whether the immediate client is the farmer or an intermediary.



There must be incentives for the farmer or intermediary to use the tool.



There must be incentives for the provider of the information to make that information
available in a format, etc. that is suited to the user. Consider sustainable
funding/revenue models.



The client must have confidence in the message and the messenger (intermediary,
tool).



The message(s) and delivery technology must be adapted to local conditions.

These requirements are quite comprehensive and refer to the information provided by the
system, the ICT system itself, and how the ICT is implemented and supported.
1.3 ICT to Address Goals, Challenges, and Requirements
mPower, the ICT partner in AESA, has addressed these goals and challenges by
developing mobile applications for farmers and SAAOs that take these requirements into
account. The five-year project was divided into two phases. The first phase, years 1 and 2,
was spent developing prototypes of ICT applications to determine which are most promising
and also to test the usability and feasibility of each ICT intervention. A rapid prototyping
approach was used combined with considerable data gathering from farmers and other
stakeholders by mPower. mPower developed 11 proposed ICT interventions. The Project
Steering Committee, comprised of representatives from relevant stakeholders, recommended
more intensive development of four, initially, the Farmer Query System, the Crop Diagnostic
Tool, the Seed Selection Tool, the Fish Diagnostic Tool, and the SAAO Scheduler. A web7

based repository, the Agro Knowledge Bank, was also implemented by mPower, but it is
beyond the scope of this evaluation. The four apps will be described in a subsequent section.
The implementation strategy for each application involved close work with farmer
groups that had been developed by the AESA. In farmer’s groups in the implementation
area, an “ICT Leader,” a technology-forward farmer, was identified. The ICT Leader was
given general ICT training as well additional training on using specific apps, and acted as a
champion for the ICT, assisting the other farmers in the group to use it and often acting as an
“infomediary,” talking with the farmer about his/her problems or questions and entering them
into the app. The ICT Leader used his/her own phone to access the apps. The Field
Facilitators for the farmer group often worked with the ICT Leader. SAAOs in the
implementation area were also given ICT training and trained in use of specific apps. The
same was done for some input suppliers at seed and pesticide stores, and for personnel in
AICCs (community technology centers).
As the implementation progressed, a subset of the ICT Leaders was selected to be
“ICT Champions,” and given smartphones. This was done due to the perception that the ICT
Leaders were not using the apps as aggressively as hoped; the ICT Champions were
specifically charged with advocating the use of the apps. A group of SAAOs were also given
smartphones. AICCs and input sellers were not utilized as much as had been anticipated
when planning implementation.
1.4 Applications Selected for Evaluation
We selected applications for evaluation on the basis of two criteria: (1) the application
clearly addressed one or more of the three goals laid out for the ICT effort in AESA; and (2)
the application had been implemented in the field and had significant usage levels based on
server side data. Three applications satisfied these criteria: the Farmer Query System, the
Crop Diagnostic Tool, and the Seed Selection Tool. We also gathered information on the
SAAO Scheduler System and the Fish Diagnostic Tool, although these did not have as high
levels of use. In this section we will briefly describe these applications.
Farmer Query System (FQS) is designed to connect farmers with questions or
problems with call center expertise using mobile phones. The flow of information through
the system is shown in Figure 1 (taken from an mPower presentation). Queries are entered
into a mobile app through a structured interface featuring pull-down menus and requiring
minimal text entry. Queries are often entered by infomediaries—ICT Leaders or Champions,
seed/fertilizer sellers, and personnel in AICCs who have been specially trained in using ICT
and the app in particular. However, the interface is simple enough that literate farmers could
enter information themselves. Photos to supplement the question can also be sent with a
query. Queries go to a call center where agricultural experts with access to informational
databases formulate an answer and send back to the farmer via whatever channel is preferred,
a text message, an email, or a direct call.
The queries and answers are preserved in a database that can provide useful
information to the Ministry of Agriculture on the issues important to farmers and common
problems they encounter. It can also indicate patterns in the types of crops being cultivated
by various types of farmers, since it collects descriptive information in addition to queries.
The data is geocoded and so can also be used for spatial analysis.
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Figure 1. Information flow for Farmer Query System

Figure 2. Representative screenshot of application interface
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Crop Diagnostic Tool (CDT) is designed as an information aid to help farmers selfdiagnose, with assistance from an on-site infomediary, a problem with a crop by answering a
branching series of questions on a mobile phone. In addition to textual information, some
questions are accompanied by pictures to aid farmers in selecting an answer that applies to
the problem they are experiencing. While the FQS also uses a branching structure to ask
some questions specific to a crop or set of crops, the CDT asks more detailed questions so
that a farmer can retrieve a solution from the app itself.
Because this app collects more fine-grained information regarding problems with
crops, the data it collects could help the AIS better determine how to develop educational
materials related to the crops included in the app or which preventable problems to train field
agents in addressing.
Seed Selection Tool (SST) is designed to assist farmers in selecting seed varieties.
This app asks users to specify a crop and then asks one or two follow-up questions to
determine variety. It is a very sparse tool compared to the CDT, but follows a similar logic.
SAAO Scheduler is designed to better document the work that agricultural agents
perform in the field. Instead of being presented with questions regarding crops or livestock,
agents using this app are instead asked to enter information about the interactions with
communities they have scheduled or have already performed.
While agents are already required to keep journals that detail the locations and times
of their field visits, this app is intended to help normalize that documentation. These
documents are also not digitized. This app will therefore help ensure that future logs of agent
activity are available to the Ministry of Agriculture in a form that better allows them to
allocate human resources geographically.
Fish Diagnostic Tool (FDT), which is similar to the CDT, was originally considered
for evaluation. However, server side data had very few records of this tool, so we did not
include it in the survey or server side data analysis. We did collect two focus groups on the
FDT, and the little information they provided can be obtained in a separate report.
1.5 Research Questions Guiding the Evaluation
As we conducted the evaluation, we posed the following questions, which address the goals
of the AESA ICT program and assess whether the applications and implementation program
address the requirements for an effective ICT component for Extension:
1. To what degree have the apps been adopted by farmers?
a. What is the extent of use?
b. What types of uses are there?
c. What role do infomediaries play in use of the apps?
d. In what contexts are the apps typically used?
e. Have some apps been more successful than others and, if so, why?
2. How satisfied are farmers with the apps?
a. Are they useful and easy to use?
b. Is the information they provide validated, accurate, up to date, reliable,
relevant, localized, and beneficial for users?
c. Are there barriers to usage (internet access, literacy, language, relevance,
actionability, etc.)?
d. What are common problems using them and how might they be solved?
10

3. Is the development and implementation infrastructure effective?
a. Is the AESA/USAID implementation plan effective?
b. Do the SAAOs support the implementation of the apps?
c. Are the apps being promoted effectively so that farmers know about them and
their potential benefits?
d. How could implementation be improved?
4. What are the implications of the apps for SAAOs and the AIS?
a. Do they supplement the SAAO in a useful way?
b. How might they change the SAAO’s work?
c. How useful is the data captured for Extension and the Ministry of Agriculture?
d. Does this program have the potential to strengthen the National Agricultural
Information System?
e. What are Call Center reactions and suggestions?
f. How might the program change information channels for reaching farmers in
the age of mobile apps?
5. Is mPower’s development process effective and responsive to farmer needs and
perspectives? To those of SAAO’s and ICT Leaders/Champions?
The methodology was designed to gather data to address these questions.
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2.0 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Site Visit
From March 12-March 25, 2015 Michael Black, Paul Hixson, and Scott Poole visited
Bangladesh, hosted by mPower. The visit included interviews with mPower personnel,
personnel from several agricultural information nonprofits, personnel from the Bangladesh
Agricultural Information Service, and USAID officials. We were taken on site visits to the
mPower offices, USAID Bangladesh, the Agricultural Information Service (AIS), an input
seller in Jessore, farmers groups in Jessore and Magura, and an AICC in Magura. On this trip
we also met with Susmita Das of the Bangaldesh Agricultural Research Council, who had
conducted an extensive review of agricultural information technology use and potential for
Bangladesh, with AIS officials, with Miaki personnel, and with ASEA officials and staff.
This visit provided background knowledge on Bangladeshi agriculture and Extension,
as well as ICT infrastructure available and how ICT could be used by Bangladeshi Extension.
We were able to observe the use of several of the mPower applications in the field, including
the Farmer Query System, the Crop Diagnostic Tool, the Fish Diagnostic Tool, and the
SAAO Scheduler. They were demonstrated by users, including an ICT Leader, a
seed/pesticide seller, and an SAAO. We also had a demonstration of the Agro Knowledge
Bank by an AICC facilitator.
The agenda and a report of this visit are included in Appendix A.
2.2 Surveys
We designed surveys to ascertain reactions of users to the applications and also to
gather some basic information about information channels and user characteristics. The
target groups were (1) farmers, (2) ICT Leaders and ICT Champions, and (3) SAAOs in the
implementation districts. In addition, we included a control group of farmers who had not
been exposed to the applications. Survey questions administered to each group (laid out as
they were parsed for the mobile survey devices used in the field survey) are shown in
Appendix B.
Farmer Survey. The survey for farmers focused on three applications, the Farmer
Query System (FQS), the Crop Diagnostic Tool (CDT), and the Seed Selection Tool (SST).
Usage information three months prior to administration of the survey indicated that these
three apps were the most widely used. After gathering some basic demographic information,
the surveyer asked farmers which of the three apps they had used. Based on their answer, the
surveyer asked a series of questions for each of the two apps that the respondent had used
most often.
Survey items were designed to capture: (1) Basic demographics such as farm size and
gender; (2) Use of various types of ICT in general; (3) Use of various channels for
agricultural information; (4) Whether farmers use the apps, and if they do the extent and
typical patterns of use; (5) Ease of use and usability of the apps; (6) Responsiveness of the
apps and accuracy and utility of information provided; (7) Satisfaction with the apps, and
degree of benefit derived; (8) Who they discuss the information from the app with; (9)
Interactions with infomediaries during use; (10) Extent of use and opinion of the apps by
others in their community; (11) Relationship with mPower (DAM, CARE).
ICT Leader/Champion Survey. Since most ICT Leaders and Champions were also
farmers, they were asked a set of questions similar to those asked of the farmers, but
12

reporting about the farmers in their group rather than their own use of the apps (e.g., is the
information from the FQS useful to the farmers in your group?). They were asked about all
three apps. In addition, they were asked questions about: (1) How much training in ICT and
the apps they had received and whether they believed it was adequate; (2) Whether the apps
are useful and useable for them; (3) the amount of time they spend doing their work as an
ICT Leader/Champion; and (4) How other ICT Leaders/Champions use and regard the apps.
SAAO Survey. The SAAOs were asked similar questions about all three apps to
those asked of the farmers and ICT Leaders/Champions, adapted to the SAAO role. In
addition, they received questions about: : (1) How much training in ICT and the apps they
had received and whether they believed it was adequate; (2) Whether the apps are useful and
useable for them; and (3) the Amount of time the spent using the apps. They were also asked
questions about the SAAO Scheduler: (1) Current time spent on scheduling versus time spent
using SAAO Scheduler; (2) Potential extensions of SAAO Scheduler; (3) The impact of
SAAO Scheduler on their work and how it will require changes in the way they do their job.
Survey Administration. Surveys were administered by Development Research
Initiative (dRi), Dhaka Bangladesh. dRi worked with us to tailor the survey to the three
target groups. The three surveys were translated into Bangla, and set up so that surveyers
could enter responses into mobile devices. Three survey teams, each composed of a team
leader, a quality control specialist, and five to six enumerators, traveled to the districts to
conduct face-to-face survey interviews with respondents. The surveys were administered
from February 8 to February 20, 2016. All responses were entered into the enumerators’
mobile devices and checked for completeness and quality. Open-ended responses were
translated by dRi from Bangla into English.
Sampling. The sample was drawn from ten districts in the implementation area
representing 50% of the districts served by AESA: Barguna, Barisal, Bhola, Faridpur,
Jessore, Magura, Narail, Patuakhali, Pirojpur, and Satkhira. One upazila was selected from
each district and three farmer unions were selected from that upazila. In two districts,
Faridput and Narail, more than three farmer unions were sampled because the unions were
not large enough to include sufficient numbers of farmers for the sampling frame. A single
upazila from each district was selected for data collection due to budgetary limitations.
The sampling frame was derived from files of 108,223 beneficiaries of the program
provided by AESA staff. We cross-referenced this list with the server data to identify a
subset of beneficiaries whom we were sure had used one or more of the apps, resulting in a
list of 3,342 users. Sorts of this list indicated the districts and upazilas that had used the apps
most frequently, and this guided selection of the upazila in each district that was the site of
the survey. Only farmers who sought information about crops (mung beans, chili, and jute)
were included in the sample; farmers with queries about livestock or fish were not included.
dRi then compiled a sampling frame of 908 farmers in 40 unions, stratified by upazila and
union. A summary of sampling frame is shown in Appendix C.
Farmers. The survey was administered to 321 farmer users stratified by upazila and
union. For the control group, a sample of 300 farmers who had not been exposed to the apps
was drawn from the same districts, selecting upazilas and unions as similar as possible to the
upazilas and unions in the main sample. The sample is shown in Appendix D.
ICT Leaders/Champions. We sampled 100 ICT Leaders/Champions from the same
districts as the farmers. Since there were only 56 of these in the ten upazilas selected for
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sampling farmers, 44 additional ICT Leaders/Champions were sampled from other upazilas
and unions in the same districts. In the final sample there were 38 ICT Champions and 62
ICT Leaders.
All of the ICT Leaders informed the enumerators that they did not use the apps
themselves, but had their ICT Champion or SAAO do the entries for them on their smart
phones. So about 2/3 of our sample is reporting on their experience interacting with other
informediaries.
SAAOs. We sampled 100 SAAOs, half from the four pilot project upazilas in which
they were trained in the apps and given smart phones (Chaugachha, Jessore; Faridpur Sadar;
Kalia, Narail; and Barisal Sadar). The other 50 SAAOs were sampled from the four
additional upazilas. Six of the ten districts were represented in the sample.
2.3 Focus Groups and Interviews
We conducted focus groups of farmers and interviews with ICT Champions, Call Center
Personnel, and Input Sellers to elicit richer qualitative data on the applications and their
implementation. Appendix E shows the sample for the focus groups and interviews.
Focus Groups. To get a more in-depth picture of the farmers’ perspective, we
conducted ten focus groups with intact farmer groups as subjects. Eight of the focus groups
dealt with the three applications covered by the survey, the Farmer Query System, the Crop
Diagnostic Tool, and the Seed Selection Tool. Two focus groups dealt with the Fish
Diagnostic Tool.
Each focus group was asked a series of questions that covered: (1) demography of the
group; (2) what ICTs they regularly use; (3) what their needs for agricultural information are
and what information channels they use; (4) their degree of use of the three apps (in the case
of the crop farmers) or the Fish Diagnostic Tool (in the case of the fish farmers) and their
satisfaction with them; (5) problems with the apps and suggestions for improvement; and (6)
their relationship with their SAAO.
The size of the focus groups varied from five to ten. Five of the groups had mixed
gender composition, four were all male, and one was all female.
Focus groups were conducted by two two-person field teams from dRi from February
8 through14, 2016. All answers were recorded on mobile devices and Bangla was translated
into English.
Interviews. Four interviews were conducted with ICT Champions. Questions
covered: (1) Basic demographics; (2) ICT and app training; (3) Use of and satisfaction with
the three apps; (4) Impacts of the apps on farmers; (5) Problems with the apps and
suggestions for improvement; (6) Amount of time spent serving as an infomediary; (7)
Experiences with the call centers.
Two Call Center employees were interviewed (we knew of four call center employees
in all, so this represented a 50% sample). Questions covered: (1) Training; (2) Call load; (3)
Issues in communicating with ICT Champions/farmers and giving them answers; (4)
Problems and suggestions for improvement.
Two Input Sellers were interviewed. Questions covered: (1) Their use of the apps
and satisfaction with them; (2) Problems and suggestions for improvement.
dRi field teams conducted the interviews of the ICT Champions and Input Sellers
from February 8 through 14, 2016. The Call Center employees were interviewed on February
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15, 2016. All answers were recorded on mobile devices and Bangla was translated into
English.
2.4 Server Side Data
Data. The data was submitted to us in the form of sparse matrices, saved as Excel
spreadsheets, and containing a mixture of integers, timestamps, GPS coordinates, and strings
in both English and Bangla.
Each application shared a basic set of fields including:




timestamps for when an entry was begun on a user’s phone, when the entry
was completed on a user’s phone, and when the completed entry was received
by the server
a phone number entered by the user which may correspond to the info-seeker’s
device but not the device belonging to the infomediary used to enter the data
an ID number representing the infomediary providing access to the software.

In addition to these basic fields were fields corresponding to a branching tree of
questions used to either send information to a call center or to retrieve information from the
application itself. Because the data was formatted as a sparse matrix, only those fields
relevant to the info-seeker’s inquiry were filled, leaving the vast majority of fields in the table
blank.
Data for the Farmer Query System and SAAO Scheduler included GPS coordinates.
The FQS also included some demographic information related to gender and land size.
Data preparation. The data were designed for administrative and not evaluation or
research purposes and so there was a need to do considerable work preparing and cleaning
the server data before it could be used in the analysis. Because many of the fields containing
integers used them to represent selections, a dictionary transformation was performed using a
key provided by mPower to convert the integers to their corresponding values. For all
applications, this was done to identify crops, and in the case of the Farmer Query System to
identify gender, for each entry.
Land size values were classified into one of five categories: landless (0 to 49.9
decimals), marginal (50.0 to 149.9 decimals), small (150.0 to 249.9 decimals), medium
(250.0 to 749.9 decimals), and large (greater than 750.0 decimals). These classifications as
well as their boundaries were taken from research prepared by Dr. Susmita Das.
GPS coordinates were converted into Geolocation strings using Google’s Map
service. The resulting strings were then parsed for known location names. We elected to use
Upazila as the geographic unit in order to correspond with results from the survey and focus
group studies.
During data preparation, several issues, problems, and adjustments that had to be
made. First, although there were other several fields that might have proved useful for
analysis, they were used to collect free-input text, which would have posed a number of
significant challenges if we had chosen to work with them. The strings in these fields were a
mixture of both English and Bangla as well as Latin and non-Latin characters. In order to use
these strings, they would have to be both translated into English and normalized to account
for misspellings and irregularities resulting from transliteration of Bangla words using the
Latin alphabet. Because this process would be both costly and time consuming, we elected to
ignore those fields and focus primarily on those with discrete values.
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Additionally, we also noticed that there were duplicate entries throughout the dataset,
across all applications wherein two or more entries would share all values except for the
received by server timestamp. We suspect that this was the result of problems related to
cellular coverage while in the field, causing entries to be submitted more than once before
they were marked as completed. Duplicate entries were removed before analysis.
Method of Analysis. For all applications, preliminary analysis focused on frequency
of use as indicated by the timestamp received for entries. This not only allowed us to track
frequency of use during a given time period but also which crops or seeds were inquired
about during the period.
Because the Farmer Query System and SAAO Scheduler data also provided
geographic information, we were able to perform crosstabulation against those fields to
compare usage at each of the upazilas included in the survey. Additionally, we were able to
compare the rate of usage among genders for the Farmer Query System.
Analysis of the server side was performed in Python, and cross tabulations showing
frequency of use by location were computed. These were graphed for visual inspection using
Excel.
Sample Sizes. There were 8382 non-duplicate uses of the Farmer Query System in
the server data, 5577 of the Crop Diagnostic Tool, 4032 of the Seed Selection Tool, and 1532
of the SAAO Scheduler. There were only 52 uses of the Fish Diagnostic Tool in the
submitted server data; this was deemed too small a sample size for analysis.
2.5 Integrating Multiple Sources of Data
We had three major sources of data—surveys, server side data, and focus groups—
along with information gathered during the site visit and documents. These provided
multiple and complementary perspectives on the apps and their implementation.
The server side data provided an objective view of the use of the apps and (when
geospatial data were available) their penetration of the upazilas. By subdividing the data
temporally, we also obtain information on the rates of uses in upazilas.
The survey data provided a “users’ eye” view of the apps. It gives us insight into how
respondents used the apps and into their satisfaction with the apps. Survey responses were
almost uniformly positive, with very few negative responses. We believe that this represents
a positive response bias, most likely because those administering the survey were seen as
official agents of DAM, AESA, mPower, and/or the Agriculture Ministry. However, we do
not believe that the positive survey responses are solely artifacts of the study, because there
were several items which showed mixed responses, particularly pertaining to their valuation
of various agricultural information sources. The positive survey responses are consistent
with usage data from the server, which shows that there has been a good deal of use and that
for the CDT and the SST farmers have been taking the initiative to use themselves.
The focus groups and interviews provide a richer view of attitudes toward the apps
and the implementation program. They showed more mixed reactions, with some farmers
expressing negative attitudes. Responses to the apps were by and large positive, consistent
with the results for the survey. The focus groups and interviews also elicited A number of
qualitative comments that went beyond the questions on the surveys and added very useful
information. This was particularly true of the interviews with the ICT Champions and the
Call Center personnel.
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3.0 RESULTS
The first section of the results describes relevant characteristics of survey respondents.
Following this we report results for the three farmer apps, Farmer Query System (FQS), Crop
Diagnostic Tool (CDT), and Seed Selection Tool (SST). In this section, results from the
surveys, server side data analysis, focus groups, and interviews are integrated. The third
section discusses impacts of the program on the SAAOs. The fourth section covers
implications for agricultural information services. The fifth and final section discusses the
mPower development approach. In each section we make recommendations based on our
findings.
3.1 Profiles of Survey Respondents
Table 1 shows some basic descriptive data for three major groups of respondents: the
“Program” group of farmers who were exposed to the apps (n= 321), the Control group of
farmers who were not exposed to the apps (n = 299), and the ICT Leaders/Champions (n =
101). Both leaders and champions were sampled in the last groups; 27 were Champions and
the remainder was leaders. No differences were found between the Champions and Leaders
on responses, so they were lumped together in the analysis. According to reports from the
dRi, the ICT Leaders typically did not enter information into the apps, but instead went to
their local ICT Champion or SAAO and had them enter the information. Hence, when asking
questions about use of the ICT Leaders, dRi modified them to ask them about the behavior
and reactions of the corresponding ICT Champion they worked with.
Table 1 indicates that the ICT Leaders/Champions are younger than the farmer
respondents. They all have families with more than five members, and they cultivate 5-6
crops per year, on average. Seventy percent of the respondents were literate, including almost
all the ICT Leaders/Champions Table 2 gives a breakdown of sample based on farm size.
Respondent farmers were divided into five categories: landless (1-49 decimals of
land), marginal (50-149 decimals), small (150-249 decimals), medium (250-749 decimals),
and large (750 or more decimals). As Table 2 shows, respondents were almost all medium or
smaller farmers, with most of the sample split about evenly across the marginal, small, and
medium categories. Of these farmers 38% own all the land they farm, 17% rent, and 45%
own part and rent part of the land they farm.
A large majority of the respondents owned mobile phones (88%; 661/721). Of these
almost all (598/661) were cell phones; 74 respondents (10.5%) had smart phones. Of the 80
respondents who did not have a phone, 55 reported they could get access to a phone through
their SAAO and 18 indicated they could get access through their ICT Leader/Champion.
Only six respondents indicated they could not get access to a phone.
We also asked respondents about their sources of agricultural information. Table 3
shows the preferred information channels. The most common sources were agricultural
extension workers, nongovernmental and governmental. Agricultural product sellers were
high on the list as were innovative farmers. Traditional media such as television and family
members were rated lower.
Table 4 shows a breakdown of sources of information on different topics, as rated by
the control group, which was asked more detailed information about information sources. For
almost all types of agriculture, crop, and cultivation related information, non-government
agriculture extension workers came out as the most significant source of information. SAAO,
nearest innovative farmer, and agricultural product sellers are three other significant sources.
ICT is not an important source of information, the only exception being weather-related
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information. The importance of Agricultural product sellers increased for fertilizer related
information.

Table 2. Farm Size Breakdown of Respondents
Type

Frequency
47
235
221
203
15
721

Landless
Marginal
Small
Medium
Large
Total

Percent
6.5
32.6
30.7
28.2
2.1
100.0

Cumulative Percent
6.5
39.1
69.8
97.9
100.0

Table 3. Sources of agricultural information for entire sample.
Information Source

Number Respondents Utilizing (percentage
of total)

Nongovernmental Agricultural Extension
Worker
SAAO
Agricultural Product Seller
Nearby Innovative Farmer
Family Member
ICT (TV, Radio, Internet, Mobile phone
program)
ICT Leader

568 (78.8%)
502 (69.6%)
434 (60.1%)
381 (52.8%)
167 (23.2%)
118 (16.4%)
48 (6.6%)

Table 4. Sources of information by topic for the control group.

Non-government
agriculture extension
worker
SAAO
Nearest innovative
farmer
Agricultural product
seller
family member
ICT

General
Ag Info
222

Farming

Seed

Disease

Fertilizer

Weather

219

New
Crops
194

230

215

185

136

175
173

199
176

173
156

176
151

161
149

131
128

102
77

167

169

180

177

144

233

51

80
34

83
47

72
31

66
34

55
27

68
18

49
152
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3.2 Evaluation of the Apps
3.2.1 Farmer Query System
To what extent has it been adopted by farmers & ICT Leaders/Champions?
The server side data on FQS use from July 2014 to mid-December, 2015 are shown in
Tables 5a and 5b. Note that December, 2015 data do not represent the entire month. Column
two in each table shows the total number of times FQS was used and the third column shows
the number of unique phones that queries came from. Multiple farmers might have their
queries entered through the same ICT Leader/Champion’s or SAAO’s phone. Use instances
that represented tests are excluded from this data.
This table records 3883 total uses of the FQS from July, 2014 to December, 2015.
These represent the uses that had geolocation data that corresponds to the upazilas in our
sample. The entire database of FQS records indicates over 8000 uses. Usage increases
dramatically starting in August, 2015, which represents the commencement of the period of
training of the ICT Champions and SAAOs in the FQS and distribution of smart phones.
With the exception of a dip in October, 2015, use increases over this period.
Table 5. Server data on FQS use in the sampled upazilas.
(a) By upazila

Total Uses

Amtali
Barguna Sadar
Barisal Sadar
Bhandaria
Char Fasson
Chaugachha
Faridpur Sadar
Hizla
Jessore Sadar
Kalia
Magura Sadar
Mohammadpur
Patuakhali Sadar
Rajbari Sadar
Satkhira Sadar

205
170
168
83
165
226
154
319
294
242
571
240
363
435
238

Unique
Phone #’s
145
120
103
52
98
176
73
179
178
106
320
111
206
249
40

(b) By month
2014-07
2014-08
2014-09
2014-10
2014-11
2014-12
2015-01
2015-02
2015-03
2015-04
2015-05
2015-06
2015-07
2015-08
2015-09
2015-10
2015-11
2015-12

Total Uses
113
100
73
66
73
111
32
41
45
88
76
20
21
614
852
473
846
229

Unique
Phone #’s
82
84
58
55
57
82
24
33
38
68
59
15
18
298
520
385
663
194

Table 6 shows the breakdown of patterns of use over time by upazila. Several
upazilas show use starting in July, 2014, indicating that they were participating in the
prototyping stage of development. For the most part usage in these upazilas held steady
throughout the period. Two of the upazilas, Bhandaria and Char Fasson, show a decline in
use after September, 2015.
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Table 7 gives some insight into repeated uses of the FQS. This indicates how active the
ICT Champions and SAAOs are compared to individual farmers. Uses of the FQS are highly
concentrated, with 223 users entering 10 or more queries. This is consistent with usage primarily
being through infomediaries rather than from individual farmer phones.
Table 7. Frequency of number of uses from unique user ids
# of uses
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 to 15
16 to 20
21 to 25
26 to 30
31 to 35
36 to 40
41 to 45
46 to 50
51 to 60
61 to 70
70 to 100
101-200
More than 200

# of unique user ids
41
29
25
17
16
14
21
18
14
53
35
32
25
19
9
9
7
7
11
7
7
2

In the survey, 224 out of 321 farmers (70%) reported using the FQS. The highest
reported proportion of use was in Chaugachha (100%; 30 out of 30) followed by Kalia (87%; 26
out of 30). The lowest proportion of use was reported in Faridpur Sadar (27%; 8 out of 30)
followed by Barguna Sadar (18 out of 30). The ICT Leaders/Champions also report a high level
of use (88/101; 87%). Magura Sadar is the only upazila with a significant number of non-users
among the ICT Leaders/Champions (50%). The focus groups reported slightly higher rates of
use, with 51 of 59 farmers participating in the focus groups indicating that they had used the
FQS.
Consistent with the server data analysis most of the farmers (92%) report that they use
the FQS with the aid of an infomediary. The most common infomediary was the ICT
Leader/Champion of the farming groups (189 out of 321 farmers) and next were the SAAOs
(48/321). Most of the ICT Leaders indicated to the survey teams that they did not use the FQS
themselves, but instead took the farmers’ problems to the ICT Champion or to their SAAO, who
handled the transaction with the FQS. The results from the focus groups confirmed that most use
of the FQS came through infomediaries.
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A large majority (182/224; 81%) of surveyed farmers who used the FQS indicated that
they received a call back and in only 8% of these cases did the call back take more than 4 hours
to come. The majority of the callbacks were within an hour (116/224). The ICT
Leaders/Champions who used the FQS indicated that 99% (87/88) of the farmers they served
received callbacks and a large majority of these came within an hour (68/88).
Farmers reported that they had submitted an average of 12 questions since they started
using FQS. On an average they know another 42 individuals using FQS in their community. The
ICT Leaders/Champions reported that they had submitted an average of 40 questions since they
started using FQS. This is consistent with the server analysis in terms of uses from single user
ids. On an average ICT Leaders/Champions know another 52 individuals using FQS in their
community.
In the interviews ICT Champions’ estimates of how much time they spent doing
infomediary work ranged from 5 to 15 hours per week. They estimated that they made around
six calls on average per day to the FQS. Both these figures are probably overestimates, due to
well-known tendencies for people to overestimate the amount of time they spend on work. If the
3300 calls that occurred after August 2015 were divided equally among the 200 trained ICT
Champions, the expected estimate per infomediary would be a bit more than 16 calls for a four
month period. The results from the interviews also are at odds with the number of questions ICT
Leaders/Champions indicated they submitted on the survey.
Forty-one out of 79 ICT Leaders/Champions responded that they agreed or strongly
agreed that being an infomediary sometimes interfered with their work as a farmer. In interviews
all ICT Champions indicated that being an infomediary did not seriously interfere with their own
work.
How satisfied are farmers and ICT Leaders/Champions with the FQS?
Ninety-three percent of farmers who used the FQS reported that it was easy to use (124
strongly agreed and 85 agreed, out of 224 ratings). [Henceforth, when we use the term “agreed,”
we are combining the strongly agreed and agreed categories.] Of the infomediaries who used
the system, 100% of the ICT Leaders/Champions and 96% of the SAAOs agreed that FQS was
easy to use.
In terms of usefulness, 90% of those who had used the FQS indicated that answers to
their questions were adequate (202/224). The ratings were most positive in Kalia (100%; 26/26)
followed by Chuagachha (97%; 29/30). More than 95% of users agreed that FQS helps obtain
information on farming problems quickly (96%; 214 of 224), helps improve productivity
(213/224), and increases their income (212/224). The ICT Champions/Leaders concurred, with
94% (83/88) indicating that answers they received were adequate. Ninety-nine percent of the
ICT Champions/Leaders agreed that the FGS helped them obtain information on problems
quickly (87/88), improved farmer productivity (87/88) and enhanced farmers’ income (88/88).
Opinions in the focus groups were consistent with these results. In the focus group discussions,
which also emphasized the usefulness of the FQS, farmers and ICT Champions/Leaders
indicated that it also reduced their costs and made them more productive.
As an information source, 98% of the farmers using the FQS trusted it as an information
source. There was a social element to use of the information from the FQS: 42% of the farmers
who used the FQS always and 54% of them sometimes discuss the advice and information they
receive from the FQS with others before implementing it. When asked how often they were
typically able to obtain agricultural information from agricultural extension prior to the pilot test
of the FQS, 58 (18%) responded “never”, 36 (11%) once a year, 117 (36%) 2-5 times per year,
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24 (8%) 5-10 times per year, and 86 (27%) more than 10 times per year. That most farmers used
the FQS and asked multiple questions suggests that the FQS improves access to agricultural
information for farmers who do not interact with their SAAOs often.
A substantial majority of farmers (96%; 215/224) who had used the FQS reported that
they had recommended it to neighbors.
Farmers were satisfied with the infomediaries, both ICT Leaders/Champions and SAAOs.
They overwhelmingly reported that their infomediary was concerned for them and reported their
information accurately. One call center staffer reported that sometimes infomediaries slowed
down the process of getting information to farmers, but this is not consistent with the farmers’
reports.
Problems and barriers to use
One barrier is lack of knowledge of how to use the FQS or lack of confidence in their
ability to do so on the part of farmers and ICT Leaders. The infomediaries seem to be doing a
good job of promoting use, given the high usage rates. However, there is a low level of
independent use by farmers. They seem to be relying on infomediaries.
One benefit of the FQS is that photos of affected crops can be sent along with the
queries, which provides an additional valuable informational channel. In interviews, call center
personnel indicated that the quality of photos was often not sufficient to enable them to diagnose
problems. One commented that “Sometimes ICT Champions take photos of the affected crops
without focusing on the affected part of the crops and send them to call center to detect
problems.” Resolution and light levels were often too low. This was especially a problem when
the farmer took the picture on his or her cell phone.
Call center personnel also indicated that farmers and infomediaries often did not describe
their problems in sufficient detail for them to assist. This required a follow-up call to the field to
get additional information. For example, “A farmer claimed that his chili is ‘getting weak day by
day and bending down.’ But it was difficult to know exactly what happened to his chile plant.”
Asking farmers to describe the problems they are having is an inherent difficulty with a query
based system like the FQS.
Call center personnel reported that some questions went beyond the information in their
database and dealt with issues not related to farming, such as nutritional value. This required
them to conduct additional research and slowed down their response times. There is also a
problem in understanding the dialects used by farmers or infomediaries, according to the call
center personnel.
Finally, call center personnel indicated that they often had trouble calling back, often
getting several busy signals or no answers. This required extra work on their part. This is
particularly an issue since 80% of the farmers who use FQS prefer a phone call back from a
specialist; only 25% preferred a recorded answer and only 13% an SMS reply.
Suggestions for improvement
1. The most common suggestion was to include more crops in the service. Mango, coconut,
and papaya were mentioned in particular.
2. In terms of call backs, call center personnel might send an SMS if they do not get an
answer on their first call and then continue trying to call back. The SMS would let
farmers know that they are being contacted. In some focus groups, participants indicated
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they liked to use call centers but did not get calls back, and this might alleviate those
complaints.
3. Giving the infomediaries guidelines and/or training in taking clear and effective pictures
would improve responsiveness of the FQS. Such pictures would need to capture
appropriate information to help call center personnel identify problems, which might
differ from case to case.
4. An open ended query system like the FQS will always invite questions that go beyond the
original set of topics that were envisioned. As the call center personnel indicated, their
expertise largely centered on diseases and other immediate crop problems, but questions
ranged more widely than this. Future development of the FQS will confront two options:
(a) keep the FQS relatively narrowly focused on the types of issues/problems call center
personnel currently can address; or (b) expand the range of topics involved. As more
data accumulates, information on additional crops to include and additional topics of
interest to farmers (e.g., nutrition) will become a resource to guide future development of
the system.
5. One way to short-circuit the problem of farmers’ inability to explain their problems
adequately is to use the data that accumulates to guide development of a deeper set of
queries for farmers who register problems. These queries could be designed to elicit the
types of information that the call center personnel need to answer questions more quickly
and accurately. This would require additional resources to develop but could enable call
center personnel to increase their capacity.
.
3.2.2 Crop Diagnostic Tool
To what extent has it been adopted by farmers & ICT Leaders/Champions?
The server-side data on CDT use from July 2014 to mid-December, 2015 are shown in
Table 8. Note that December, 2015 data do not represent the entire month. Column two in each
table shows the total number of times CDT was used and the third column shows the number of
unique phones that queries came from. Multiple farmers might have their queries entered
through the same ICT Leader/Champion’s or SAAO’s phone. Use instances that represented
Table 8. Total use by month for Crop Diagnostic Tool:
Month Total Uses Unique Phone #’s
2015-03
13
0
2015-04
20
0
2015-05
18
0
2015-06
64
48
2015-07
381
264
2015-08
948
421
2015-09
2385
1264
2015-10
617
446
2015-11
518
404
2015-12
121
107
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tests are excluded from this data. Entries without crop query field were discarded. Entries
without phone numbers or with erroneous numbers were counted towards total use but not
counted as a unique number. No phone numbers were collected prior to 24 June, 2015.
There were 5085 total uses of the CDT from March, 2015 to December, 2015. 58% of
which came from unique phone numbers. Moreover, the percentage of uses from unique phone
numbers was higher in October through December, 2015 than in earlier months. Usage
increased starting in July, 2015 when the tool was launched. With the exception of the dramatic
spike in September, 2015, use was fairly stable from August through November, 2015. The
spike in September coincided with the training of ICT Champions and SAAOs in the tool and
distribution of smart phones.
Table 9. Frequency of number of uses from unique user ids
# of uses # of unique user ids
1
55
2
55
3
42
4
34
5
24
6
21
7
19
8
23
9
11
10 to 15
71
16 to 20
29
21 to 25
24
25 to 30
31
31 to 40
14
41 to 50
10
51 to 60
5
61 to 70
6
68
1
69
1
71
1
85
1
91
1
100
1
115
1
134
1
Table 9 shows repeated uses of the CDT. This indicates how active the ICT Champions
and SAAOs are compared to individual farmers. There are clearly heavy users of the CDT,
including several with over 100 uses, but there is a larger proportion of user ids with relatively
fewer uses. This suggests that while ICT Leaders/Champions and SAAOs are influential
infomediaries, individual farmers are also using the CDT.
On the survey, 241 out of 321 farmers (75%) reported using the CDT. The highest
reported proportion of use was in Faridpur Sadar (100%; 30 out of 30) followed by Magura
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Sadar (89%; 31 out of 35). The lowest proportion of use was in Barguna Sadar (60%; 18 out of
30) followed by Barisal Sadar (63%; 19/30) and Satkhira Sadar (63%; 27/44). The ICT
Leaders/Champions also report a high level of use (84/101; 83%). Magura Sadar is the only
upazila with majority non-users (9 out of 14). The focus groups reported that the CDT was the
second most used of the three apps after the FQS.
Twenty-three percent of the farmers report using the CDT on their own phones (57/241).
Infomediaries are responsible for the majority of use. The ICT Leader/Champion is the most
common infomediary, used by 177 farmers (73%), followed by the SAAO/UAO (76/241; 32%),
and the field facilitator (38/241; 16%). The results from the focus groups confirmed that most
use of the CDT came through infomediaries.
On an average, farmers know another 42 individuals using CDT in their community. The
ICT Leaders/Champions reported that they had submitted an average of 40 questions since they
started using CDT. On an average ICT Leaders/Champions know another 54 individuals using
CDT in their community.
How satisfied are farmers and ICT Leaders/Champions with the CDT?
Of the farmers who used the CDT, 98% reported that it was easy to use (127 strongly
agreed and 101 agreed, out of 241 ratings). Of the infomediaries who used the system, 100% of
the ICT Leaders/Champions (84/84) and 96% of the SAAOs agreed that CDT was easy to use.
In terms of usefulness, 95% of those who had used the CDT indicated that answers to
their questions were adequate (228/241). The ratings were most positive in Faridpur Sadar
(100%; 30/30), Char Fasson (22/22), and Barguna Sadar (18/18). More than 98% of users
agreed that CDT helped them obtain information on farming problems quickly (98%; 237/241),
helps improve productivity (235/241), and increases their income (237/241). The ICT
Champions/Leaders agreed, with 98% (83/84) indicating that the answers they received were
adequate. Ninety-eight percent of the ICT Champions/Leaders agreed that the CDT helped them
obtain information on problems quickly (83/84), improved farmer productivity (83/84) and
enhanced farmers’ income (84/84). Opinions in the focus groups were consistent with these
results. In the focus group discussions, which also emphasized the usefulness of the CDT,
farmers and ICT Champions/Leaders indicated that it also reduced farmers’ costs and made them
more productive.
As an information source, 98% of the farmers using the CDT trusted it as an information
source. There was a social element to use of the information from the CDT: 33% of the farmers
who used the CDT always and 63% of them sometimes discuss the advice and information they
receive from the CDT with others before implementing it. One hundred percent of the ICT
Leaders/Champions who used the CDT trusted its advice.
A substantial majority of farmers (96%; 232/241) who had used the CDT reported that
they had recommended it to neighbors.
Just as with the FQS, farmers were satisfied with the infomediaries who helped them use
the CDT, both ICT Leaders/Champions and SAAOs. They overwhelmingly reported that their
infomediary was concerned for them and reported their information accurately.
Problems and barriers to use
The main barrier to use reported in the focus groups was the limited number of crops in
the CDT. Another possible barrier if there are budget cutbacks is illiteracy of farmers, which
would prevent them from using the CDT if there were not easily reachable infomediaries.
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Suggestions for improvement
1. Add crops to the CDT so that it covers a wider range of agricultural topics.
2. Give training to farmers in use of the app. This could be done by “training the trainer
(i.e. ICT Champion)” in how to train others in using the app.
3. Experiment with other types of information such as streams of agricultural programs
on the interface. Since farmers seem to be directly accessing the app, this may be a
way to more broadly disseminate other content.

3.2.3 Seed Selection Tool
To what extent has it been adopted by farmers & ICT Leaders/Champions?
The server-side data on SST use from September, 2014 to mid-December, 2015 are
shown in Table 3. Note that December, 2015 data do not represent the entire month. Column
two in each table shows the total number of times SST was used and the third column shows the
number of unique phones that queries came from. Multiple farmers might have their queries
entered through the same ICT Leader/Champion’s or SAAO’s phone. Use instances that
represented tests are excluded from this data. Entries without crop query field were discarded.
Entries without phone numbers or with erroneous numbers were counted towards total use but
not counted as a unique number.
Table 10. Total use by month for Seed Selection Tool:
Month Total Uses Unique Phone #’s
2014-09
57
28
2014-10
28
20
2014-11
48
42
2014-12
55
53
2015-01
52
46
2015-02
93
82
2015-03
127
95
2015-04
66
61
2015-05
263
248
2015-06
82
78
2015-07
71
39
2015-08
536
255
2015-09
1554
926
2015-10
456
347
2015-11
458
348
2015-12
86
74
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There were 4032 total uses of the SST from September, 2014 to December, 2015, 68% of
which came from unique phone numbers. Usage increased starting in February, 2015. As with
the other two apps, there was a dramatic spike in September, 2015, which coincided with the
training of ICT Champions and SAAOs in the tool and distribution of smart phones. Since
August, 2015 usage has been high and fairly stable.
Table 11 shows repeated uses of the SST. This indicates how active the ICT Champions
and SAAOs are compared to individual farmers. There are clearly heavy users of the SST (and
one super-user!) but there is a larger proportion of user ids with small numbers of uses. This
suggests that while ICT Leaders/Champions and SAAOs are influential infomediaries, individual
farmers are also using the SST.
Table 11. Frequency of number of uses from unique user ids
# of uses # of unique user ids
1
63
2
44
3
47
4
36
5
34
6
22
7
22
8
21
9
13
10 to 15
50
16 to 20
16
21 to 25
12
26 to 30
5
31 to 40
8
41 to 50
3
51 to 60
3
74
1
79
1
84
1
108
1
142
1
475
1
On the survey, 225 out of 321 farmers (70%) reported using the SST. The highest
reported proportion of use was Patuakhali Sadar (93%; 28/30) followed by Magura Sadar (86%;
30 out of 35). The lowest proportion of use was in Satkhira Sadar (36%; 16/44) followed by
Chaugachha (57%; 17/30).The ICT Leaders/Champions also report a high level of use (72/101;
71%). Magura Sadar is the only upazila with majority non-users (11 out of 14). The focus
groups reported that the SST was the third most used of the three apps.
Twenty-four percent of the farmers report using the SST on their own phones (55/225).
Infomediaries are responsible for the majority of use. The ICT Leader/Champion is the most
common infomediary, used by 163 farmers (73%), followed by the SAAO/UAO (67/225; 30%),
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and the field facilitator (40/225; 18%). The results from the focus groups suggested that few of
the farmers had heard of the SST.
Farmers reported that they had submitted an average of 12 questions since they started
using the SST. On an average they know another 36 individuals using SST in their community.
On an average ICT Leaders/Champions know another 72 individuals using SST in their
community.
How satisfied are farmers and ICT Leaders/Champions with the SST?
Of the farmers who used the SST, 97% reported that it was easy to use (146 strongly
agreed and 73 agreed, out of 225 ratings). Of the infomediaries who used the system, 100% of
the ICT Leaders/Champions (72/72) who used the SST and 96% of the SAAOs agreed that SST
was easy to use.
In terms of usefulness, 97% of those who had used the SST indicated that answers to
their questions were adequate (220/225). More than 99% of users agreed that SST helped them
obtain information on farming problems quickly (223/225), helps improve productivity
(225/225), and increases their income (224/225). The ICT Champions/Leaders agreed, with 99%
(71/72) indicating that the answers they received were adequate. Ninety-eight percent of the ICT
Champions/Leaders agreed that the SST helped them obtain information on problems quickly
(72/72), improved farmer productivity (72/72) and enhanced farmers’ income (72/72). Opinions
in the focus groups were consistent with these results.
As an information source, 99% of the farmers using the SST trusted it as an information
source. There was a social element to use of the information from the SST: 40% of the farmers
who used the SST always and 57% of them sometimes discuss the advice and information they
receive from the SST with others before implementing it. One hundred percent of the ICT
Leaders/Champions who used the CDT trusted its advice.
A substantial majority of farmers (98%; 222/225) who had used the SST reported that
they had recommended it to neighbors. The same was true for the ICT Leaders/Champions; 99%
(71/72) recommended the SST to neighbors.
Just as with the FQS, farmers were satisfied with the infomediaries who helped them use
the CDT, both ICT Leaders/Champions and SAAOs. They overwhelmingly reported that their
infomediary was concerned for them and reported their information accurately.
Problems and barriers to use
The main barrier to use reported in the focus groups was the limited number of crops in
the SST. Another possible barrier if there are budget cutbacks is illiteracy of farmers, which
would prevent them from using the SST if there were not easily reachable infomediaries.
Suggestions for improvement
The same suggestions for the CDT apply to the SST. In addition, publicizing the SST
more would expand its use. Most farmers in the focus groups had not heard of the SST.
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3.2.4 Summary and comparison of the three apps
Relative amounts of use of the three apps across the upazilas
Table 12 shows summaries of the use of the three apps in the ten sampled upazilas. The
FQS has lower implementation in Barguna Sadar, Faridpur Sadar and Satkhira Sadar. The CDT,
in comparison has lower levels of use in Barguna Sadar, Barisal Sadar, Char Fasson,
Chaugachha, and Satkhira Sadar. Finally, the SST has lower levels of use in Bhandaria,
Chaugachha, Kalia, and Satkhira Sadar. Overall the most problematic upazilas in terms of
implementing the three apps are Barguna Sadar, Chaugachha, and Satkhira Sadar. It is worth
noting, however, that even in these upazilas the majority of respondents use the tools. In only
two cases out of thirty were there more nonusers than users.
Table 12. Summary of use of the three apps in the sampled upazilas

Upazila
Barguna Sadar
Barisal Sadar (Kotwali)
Char Fasson
Patuakhali Sadar
Bhandaria
Faridpur Sadar
Chaugachha
Magura Sadar
Kalia
Satkhira Sadar
Total

Farmer Query
System
No
Yes
12
18
7
23
10
22
10
20
7
23
22
8
0
30
9
26
4
26
16
28
97
224

Crop Diagnostic Tool
No
12
11
10
6
8
0
9
4
3
17
80

Yes
18
19
22
24
22
30
21
31
27
27
241

Seed Selection Tool
No
8
5
8
2
10
6
13
5
11
28
96

Yes
22
25
24
28
20
24
17
30
19
16
225

Combined uses of the two or more apps
Table 13 shows the numbers of users (based on user id number) who used one, two, and
all three farmer apps. As this table shows, using one app tends to promote use of others. The
largest group of users employed all three apps and more than 73% of users employed two or all
three of the apps.
Table 13. Number of farmer apps employed by users
Apps used
1
2
3

# of users
166
172
288
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Degree of penetration of the apps through the population in the AESA ICT project
area
An estimate of the number of total users can be obtained based on the unique telephone
numbers that use the apps. The totals are 2733 for the FQS, 2954 for the CDT, and 2733 for the
SST, for an average of about 2800 unique phone numbers, corresponding to 2800 users. This
number gives us a lower bound estimate of number of total users, because more than one farmer
may be served by the same phone number. The list of beneficiaries of the program from which
the sample was drawn has 108,224 potential users of the apps in the upazilas and districts in
which the ICT Champions served. While not all of the beneficiaries were in farmer groups
focused on the crops covered by the three tools, each farmer grew multiple crops and so could
potentially have a crop that the apps served. So we will consider the entire group of beneficiaries
as the potential adopter/user base. A lower bound estimate of diffusion of the apps is 2.5% in the
entire set of beneficiaries (2800/108,224). While this number may seem small, it is important to
remember that it is a lower bound.
But this figure is likely to be too conservative. The ICT Champions and SAAOs who
received training were not able to serve the entire set of beneficiaries due to their ties with
particular farmer groups (for the ICT Champions) and service locations (for the SAAOs). So
there is actually a smaller base group of beneficiaries who could be reached by the Champions
and the trained SAAOs. If we combine the number of farmers in the groups served by the ICT
champions and those in the four districts where SAAOs were given smartphones and additional
training, we have a base of 23,088, a subset of the 108,224 total beneficiaries. Given this more
accurate base of potential adopters, 11.7% (280023088) have adopted the apps during the first
four months.

Figure 3. The diffusion of innovations curve
The significance of the two estimates can best be understood in the context of Rogers’
(1995) theory of innovation diffusion. Rogers shows that the diffusion of an innovation through
a community typically follows a set of stages with different sorts of adopters in each stage. The
first stage consists of the first 2.5% of adopters—the innovators—the second of the next 13.5%
(the early adopters), the third of the next 34% (the early majority), the fourth of the next 34%
(the late majority), and the final 16% are the laggards. In terms of the state of diffusion of the
apps as of December 2015, the process is well into the early adoption stage and may be
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progressing into the early majority. After only four months of the program this represents clear
progress.
There is also reason to believe that diffusion is more advanced than these total figures
indicate. The survey was targeted to farmer groups that we knew had been exposed to the apps,
and use figures in the survey (also reflected in the focus groups) suggest around 70% adoption
among farmers surveyed. This implies that within the areas targeted for special attention, there
are pockets of very high rates of adoption. These dense adopter groups are likely to influence
one another to continue using the apps, so long as they provide useful information (and the
survey and focus groups indicate that they do). They are also likely to provide “seeds” of
influence that encourage surrounding farmer groups to adopt and use the apps.
Some conclusions from the comparisons
Four common points can be drawn by comparing the data on the apps:
1. All three have been successful, with a good deal of usage by target audiences.
Surveys indicate that users are quite satisfied with the apps and see them as easy to
use and useful in terms of increasing productivity and income. Users recommend
them to neighbors. Analysis of server side data suggest that 12.5% of the population
in the targeted areas have used the apps and survey data suggests that the adoption
rate may be even higher if we take into account pockets of adoption that are likely to
serve as seeds for further diffusion.
2. The FQS is most dependent on infomediaries. Both the CDT and the SST are used by
farmers independent of the infomediaries, though the largest share of use of both
these tools also comes via infomediaries.
3. The infomediaries have been quite effective in fostering use of the apps. Both the
server data and the survey data indicate that the infomediaries have sparked use.
Farmers report that they are treated fairly by the infomediaries and trust them.
4. Once users employ one of the apps, they tend to use others. This suggests that
training infomediaries and farmers in the use of all three apps at once may lead to
increased use. It also suggests that in advertising the apps, all of them should be
pushed at once.
3.3 Impact of the project on SAAOs
To what extent have the apps been adopted by SAAOs and how satisfied are they with
the apps?
FQS. Eighty four percent of the SAAOs (84/100) reported that they have used the FQS;
As previously reported, farmers indicate that the SAAOs often serve as infomediaries, ranking
second only to the ICT Champions. All of the SAAOs who use the FQS indicated that they know
when it is appropriate to use it. Seventy-seven out of 84 (92%) SAAOs reported that they
typically received a response from the call center in less than four hours; only one reported it
took more than two days and only one that they did not receive a callback.
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Ninety six percent (81/84) of the SAAOs who use the app agree that the FQS is easy to
use. In terms of usefulness, 99% (83/84) of the SAAO users agree that the FQS improves
farmers’ productivity, 77% (65/84) agree that it helps solve problem effectively, and 99%
(83/84) agree that the FQS made their job easier. Only 7 out of 84 SAAOs (8%) indicated that
the advice given by the FQS did not solve the farmer’s problem, and of these six indicated they
were able to supply an answer, suggesting that the SAAO and the FQS provided full coverage of
farmer problems.
CDT. Eighty-eight percent (88/100) of the SAAOs reported that they have used the
CDT. All of the SAAOs who use the CDT indicated that they knew when it was appropriate to
use. Ninety-eight percent (86/88) agreed that the CDT was easy to use. In terms of usefulness,
100% (86/86) of the SAAO users agree that the CDT improves farmers’ productivity, 77%
(68/86) agreed that it helps solve problem effectively, and 96% (83/86) agreed that the FQS
made their job easier. Only 2 out of 86 SAAOs (4%) indicated that the advice given by the FQS
did not solve the farmer’s problem
SST. Seventy seven percent (77/100) of the SAAOs reported that they have used the
SST. All of them indicated they knew when it was appropriate to use the SST. Ninety-six
percent (75/77) of the SAAOs agreed that the SST was easy to use. In terms of usefulness, 99%
(76/77) SAAOs agree that the SST improve farmers’ productivity, 80% agree that it helps solve
problems effectively (62/77), and 99% (76/77) agreed that it made their job easier. Only three of
the 77 SAAOs who had used the SST reported that its advice did not solve problems (3/77). In
all cases, SAAOs knew why.
SAAO Scheduler. Ninety two percent of the SAAOs have used the SAAO Scheduler.
Curiously, six of the eight SAAOs who reported that they have not used the SAAO Scheduler are
from the four upazilas in which SAAOs were given smartphones and trained in the apps.
Ninety-seven percent of the SAAOs who are using scheduler believe that it helps
organize their work. Before using the SAAO, they reported that they spent an average of 1.37
hours per day working on their schedules and scheduling events; after using the SAAO, they
reported that they spent an average of .76 hours per day on scheduling, a clear time savings.
Respondents also indicated that it would be a positive development if the software
allowed the local members of a community to receive an sms text several days before they are
scheduled to be in a community to teach a lesson on a given topic.
Problems/Barriers to use
One barrier was lack of training in ICT and the apps. Ninety-nine percent of the SAAOs
indicated that they believed that they need more training on the FQS, CDT, and SST to do their
job effectively. Responding SAAOs reported receiving an average of 1.60 hours of training for
the FQS, 1.89 hours for the CDT, and 1.47 hours for the SST. While almost all SAAOs indicated
that they were trained in the apps, fifty six of 94 SAAOs responding (60%) indicated that their
training did not prepare them adequately to use the FQS in the field. Fifty-nine percent indicated
that the CDT training did not prepare them for field use, while 54% of reported that the SST
training did not facilitate field use of the app. This implies that training should be modified to
take field conditions into account.
Impacts on the SAAO’s work
The FQS, CDT, and SST are regarded by the SAAOs as useful aids in their work. The
SAAOs see clear benefits for farmers from the three apps. And on one item where we would
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expect a negative answer—whether the questions are answered adequately by the apps—more
than 75% of the SAAOs responded positively in favor of the apps which “compete” with them
on one of their most basic jobs. This suggests the SAAOs are not resistant to the apps and see
them as useful supplements in their jobs.
Suggestions for improvement
1. Continue consulting with the SAAOs to ensure that they see the apps not as
“competition,” but rather as “supplements” to their extensive local knowledge. For
the SAAOs who embrace a service orientation—a significant majority according to
our focus groups and survey results—the apps can be framed as enabling them to help
their constituents.
2. Tailor the training of the three apps to allow for field conditions. It is one thing to
show the SAAOs how to operate an app in “sterile” environments. A very important
adaptation would be to take into account use in field conditions, where farmers or
consulting infomediaries do not know how to describe problems in meaningful terms
or take bad pictures. Physical problems, such as malfunctions and difficulties in
finding signals should also be addressed.
3. Continue the development cycle with the SAAO Scheduler to make sure that it
addresses problems that that SAAOs face and adds functions useful to the SAAOs.
3.4 Implications of this project for support for agriculture and extension services
3.4.1 Implementation System Effectiveness
Is the implementation plan effective?
The implementation plan is based on reaching farmers through their farmer groups via
contact with the ICT Champions and, to a lesser extent, the ICT Leaders and Field Facilitators.
This seems to be working. In the focus groups, the farmers report that the ICT Champions and
Field Facilitators introduced them to the apps and gave them some basic orientation. As the
survey results on the apps indicated, most farmers and ICT Leaders reported that they utilize the
ICT Champions and SAAOs to assist them in submitting queries.
Implementation through the farmer groups is a good strategy. Studies of implementation
have shown that members of cohesive groups influence one another to try out innovations. If the
innovation proves to be effective, the group acts as an “echo chamber” in which the benefits of
the innovation are reinforced, encouraging further adoption and persistent use. The focus groups
reflect this tendency. In groups that used the apps, all or almost all members used them, and in
the two groups that did not use the apps, only one or two farmers used them.
The addition of the ICT Champion role in the first part of 2015 was a useful modification
that resulted in increased implementation. The original plan to train volunteer ICT Leaders for
each farmer group did not prove effective. The dRi surveyers stated the following in their report
on data collection: “[In] the areas where we are currently collecting data, we saw that none of the
ICT leaders were given smart phones or the apps. It is only the ICT champions, field facilitators,
field supervisors, and SAAO’s who have smart phone and/or apps. As such, if any farmer goes to
the ICT leader regarding any problems that they are facing, the ICT leader does not provide any
solution; rather the ICT leader refers the farmer to…the ICT champions, field facilitators, field
supervisors and SAAO’s… [In] some cases the ICT leaders do not provide any support to the
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farmers, and the farmers also do not go to them regarding any problem.” The lack of a smart
phone seems to have been a barrier to use of the apps by the ICT Leaders (and farmers who
might otherwise use them independently. During our field visit we met with a farmer group and
their ICT Leader demonstrated how he could access the CDT through his regular cell phone.
However, he must have been an exception view of the report from dRi.
At least three reasons could account for the lack of help with the apps on the part of ICT
Leaders: (1) insufficient training; (2) technological problems such as difficulty in accessing the
apps through a regular cell phone or slowness of entry and response; or (3) lack of motivation.
It is most likely a combination of three. The ICT Leaders/Champions indicated that they could
use more training on the survey. The relative “clunkiness” of regular cell phones and the number
of menus in the apps might well discourage users without smart phones. The SAAOs and the
ICT Champions with smartphones would not face these issues. Finally, the smart phones and
extra attention and status accorded to the ICT Champions may well have given them incentives
to push the use of the apps. Further investigation into this is needed.
The SAAO survey data provides some additional useful insight. Sixty percent of the
SAAOs reported that FQS was not available to parts of the community they serve; 13% reported
that CDT was not available; 92% reported that SST was not available. The server use data
suggests that all three apps are receiving a good deal of activity, and we believe the SAAO data
and the comments on unavailability in the focus groups stem from uneven rollout of the apps.
During our site visit in one village a farmer with a phone (the ICT Leader/Champion) had FQS,
but not the other two apps. Right before we left, an SAAO arrived on his motorcycle and we had
a brief conversation with him, during which he used his phone. His phone only had the CDT and
SAAO Scheduler. It seems likely that, as is the case with typical mobile phone apps, users either
have not downloaded/installed all three apps or else they have accidentally deleted one or more
apps (one interviewee indicated that this was the case for his phone).
Do the SAAOs support the implementation of the apps?
As the previous section and the following section indicate, the SAAOs express support for the
apps, testifying to their usability and usefulness. The surveys indicated that SAAOs were the
second most common infomediary for farmers, suggesting that they view the apps as useful tools
in their own work with farmers. It will be important to involve the SAAOs in future
development to ensure that the apps supplement their work effectively.
Are the apps being promoted effectively so that farmers know about them and their
potential benefits?
The FQS and CDT apps are well known to the farmers in the survey and focus group
samples. The SST is less well known; a number of farmers in the focus groups reported that they
had not heard of it. However, the server side data indicates that it has been used a good deal and
this suggests that it is known, just perhaps not as well as the other two apps.
How could implementation be improved?
We believe it is important to increase ICT literacy among farmers through training and
education. While the use of infomediaries has clearly been successful, it will take considerable
resources to continue to support them over a long period of time. It might be better to regard the
infomediaries as a temporary measure during initial implementation and to put resources into
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ICT training for farmers. Once a critical mass of farmer users has been developed, they can help
one another with the apps. Data from the survey indicated that farmers often discuss advice they
get from the apps with one another, and consultation about using the apps is the next step in this
process.
Having said this, we would not advocate phasing out the ICT Champions and Leaders too
soon. They have been invaluable in implementing the three apps
As mentioned in the previous section, training with “real world” situations into account
will be important. Use in relatively benign classroom situations will not always correspond to
the problems users face in the field. While this report documents some of the problems/issues
that confront users in the field, it will be important to investigate this further to ensure that the
training addresses a realistic and exigent set of situations.
3.4.2 Implications of the apps for SAAOs and the AIS
Do they supplement the SAAO in a useful way?
As noted in the previous section, the SAAOs seem to regard the farmer apps as
compatible with their work mission. In survey responses a significant minority of SAAOs
indicated that the apps do not answer farmers’ problems effectively (23% for FQS; 23% for the
CDT; 19% for the SST). This suggests to us that the SAAOs believe they still can play a useful
role in answering questions the apps are not able to address adequately.
a. How might they change the SAAO’s work?
b. How useful is the data captured for Extension and the Ministry of Agriculture?
c. Does this program have the potential to strengthen the National Agricultural
Information System?
How useful is the data captured for Extension and the AIS?
The data has multiple potential uses. It can be used, first, to gather information on crops,
livestock, and fish varieties being cultivated and on relative prevalence of diseases or problems
with these. Geolocation and temporal data can be used to get a finer grain picture of locations
and times when questions are asked or information pulled. Currently only the FQS gathers
geolocation data, but if this can added to the CDT and SST and other apps, spatiotemporal
analysis can be conducted.
The data can also be used to identify areas that are receptive to technology and also those
that have not adopted it yet. This would enable future efforts to target technologically forward
areas for advancements and new applications. It would also identify areas that were more
resistant to (or at least not as aware of the benefits of) ICTs for special campaigns and
educational efforts.
The data is also useful for assessing SAAO performance. The SAAO scheduler and other
SAAO apps will yield useful data on SAAO activity. In addition, if the user numbers of SAAOs
can be identified and flagged, the role of SAAOs in promoting use of the apps can be tracked.
Does this program have the potential to strengthen the National Agricultural
Information Service?
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Used properly, the apps have great “upside” potential. The more information about users,
such as geolocation, gender, farm size, etc. that can be collected the more useful the information
will be to the AIS for understanding current tendencies. If the program is sustained and the user
base expands, data collected from the apps and the call centers (in the case of the FQS) can offer
much more immediate information than surveys. Moreover, that data can be parsed in terms of
time and place, allowing the AIS to get a more nuanced picture of trends in diseases, use of
seeds, and other relevant topics. And the reach of mobile apps compared to conventional media
is quite broad given the proportion of farmers who have phones as opposed to access to other
media channels.
The “open-ended” nature of the FQS queries—while challenging for the Call Center
personnel—offer the opportunity for AIS to discern new information trends and needs on the part
of users. For instance, if there are many inquiries about nutritional value of various foods when
making decisions about what to plant, additional information of this type could be delivered.
The FQS offers the potential for finding out things that the AIS currently does not know about
farmer information needs.
We asked farmers on the survey and in the focus groups whether they believed they got
fair prices for their crops. A majority indicated that they were not always able to get fair prices,
in large part due to limited markets available to them and to middlemen who controlled prices.
This represents an opportunity to expand services that is naturally connected to the problem
solving approach embodied in the mPower apps. Developing mobile marketing tools which
would provide information crop prices in various local markets and which might even connect
farmers and buyers online would enhance farmer income.
Another opportunity (noted by Paul Hixson in our earlier visit) is the potential to use the
apps as a way to draw farmers into a broader sphere of media offered by the AIS, particularly
social media and information on demand from resources like the Agro-Knowledge Bank or other
AIS online resources. This would have to be carefully planned and staged to provide
infrastructure that worked and to inform farmers of the available resources and their benefits.
Responses in the focus groups and to a lesser extent on the survey that express frustration with
call-back rates from the Call Centers, which in turn for some led to not using the Call Centers,
suggests that reliability of service is extremely important.
The apps for the SAAOs have great potential to reduce their workload and if extended
properly allow them to reach out to clients more effectively. While there is a temptation to use
them for monitoring the SAAOs work from above, this use should be undertaken only after some
deliberation. If evidence from studies of other monitoring and work surveillance systems is any
guide, the accuracy of the information SAAOs enter will be suspect if they believe they are being
monitored through the technology they use to work.
Call Center reactions and suggestions
Most of these have been summarized elsewhere in the report, but one additional theme
that emerged was that the Call Center employees felt overworked. They reported that they
received between 150 and 200 queries a day and that they could respond to only about 50
effectively. The time for response was additionally slowed by the difficultly Call Center
personnel reported in reaching farmers who had borrowed phones or had an infomediary enter
the information, because the other user or informediary often did not know where the farmer was
when the Call Center got back to them.
One Call Center employee asked for more training so they could answer questions in less
time, but to us this issue does not seem to be one that could be solved only through efficiency.
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Adding more personnel and/or automating the FQS further seem more likely to address this
issue.
How might the program change information channels for reaching farmers in the age
of mobile apps?
We can get information relevant to this question by comparing the responses of our
control group, which had not been exposed to the program to the responses of farmers who had
been exposed to the program. The information sources for farmers in the control group are
shown in Table 14 (this is a reproduction of Table 4 above for the readers’ convenience).
Table 14. Sources of various types of agricultural information for the control group

Non-government
agriculture extension
worker
SAAO
Nearest innovative
farmer
Agricultural product
seller
family member
ICT

General
Ag Info
222

Farming

Seed

Disease

Fertilizer

Weather

219

New
Crops
194

230

215

185

136

175
173

199
176

173
156

176
151

161
149

131
128

102
77

167

169

180

177

144

233

51

80
34

83
47

72
31

66
34

55
27

68
18

49
152

As the table indicates, for almost all types of agriculture, crop, and cultivation related
information, non-government agriculture extension workers were the most significant source of
information. The SAAO, nearest innovative farmer, and agricultural product sellers were three
other significant sources. With the exception of the weather, ICT is not an important source of
information and only two of 288 control group farmers indicated that they used phone apps. The
importance of Agricultural product sellers increased for fertilizer related information.
The sample of users of the apps reported a similar pattern when asked what channels they
used for agricultural information prior to the program. Non-government agriculture extension
workers (57%; 183/321) and SAAO’s (52%; 168/321) were the primary sources of agricultural
information followed by agricultural product sellers (35%; 113/321) and nearest innovative
farmers (32%; 103/321). ICT medium was not a significant information source (12%; 37/321).
The heavy degree of usage of the apps implies that farmers’ sources of information about seeds,
fertilizer, and other specialized issues may shift toward ICT as time passes. Several responses in
the focus groups echoed this possibility. Television and radio seem likely to become less
significant sources of agricultural information, though many in the focus groups of users reported
that they viewed Krishi Dibanishi and Mati o Manus regularly.
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3.5 Is mPower’s development process effective and responsive to farmer needs and
perspectives? To those of SAAO’s and ICT Leaders/Champions?
3.5.1 Architecture of the apps
The basic architecture is flexible and seems well adapted to the context. The software
requires only intermittent network connection. The structure of the apps is highly modular:
forma are not hard-coded into the software, but are retrieved from the central server. New forms
can thus be designed and distributed without having to update the app itself. Completed forms
are saved on the phone and can be submitted to mPower servers at a later time.
Questions are set up so that branching is possible. Some questions will be asked only if
users give certain answers to specific previous questions, thus minimizing the number of screens
that must be gone through to use the apps.
Some additional brief instructional or explanatory text at the beginning of each form
might be useful for those who are literate. For any apps that involve followup phone calls, a
short message reminding users that they’ll receive a call would be useful.
3.5.2 Development process
mPower personnel briefed us on their development approach during our site visit to
Bangladesh and in skype interviews. We also reviewed documentation of their development
process, including the results of their interviews with users. In addition, there were questions on
the surveys and focus group schedules that asked farmers, ICT Leaders/Champions, and SAAOs
for reactions to mPower’s approach.
mPower’s development process is designed to keep the developers in close contact with
users. Rapid prototyping enables mPower to elicit feedback and suggestions from the users who
participate in early trials. mPower also gathered information about user needs and context of use
from lengthy interviews with clients and field visits. They took us to several field sites where the
farmer apps were being used and they seemed “in touch” with the farmers and others we met and
talked with. mPower adopted a proactive approach to communicating with clients, as indicated
by public information sheets they produced and frequent contacts with farmer group facilitators
and ICT Leaders/Champions.
About 2/3 of the farmers and all of the ICT Champions and SAAOs who were interviews
indicated that they had interacted with mPower or DAM and almost all reported that
mPower/DAM was responsive to their needs and asked for suggestions. On the survey 67% of
the ICT Leaders/Champions indicated that they had contacted mPower/DAM and 74% had been
contacted by mPower/DAM. Of these 84% agreed that they were satisfied with the support
mPower/DAM was giving them. On the survey 73% of SAAOs reported that mPower asked for
feedback on technology use and 76% reported that mPower took their suggestions into account.
The survey also asked farmers, ICT Champions and SAAOs about their relationship to
mPower/DAM. The responses for farmers are reported in Table 15. As the table indicates most
farmers see themselves as subordinates to mPower/DAM, which we take to mean dependent on
them.
Responses of SAAOs and ICT Leaders/Champions are similar. An overwhelming 81% of
SAAOs define their relationship as subordinate to mPower/DAM, while 92% of ICT
Leaders/Champions see themselves as employees of or subordinate to mPower/DAM.
These results suggest that users and front line implementers see themselves as dependent
on mPower/DAM. This is understandable in early stages of adoption, but it will be important for
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mPower/DAM to work toward a situation where users are more functionally autonomous and see
themselves as clients or partners.
Table 15. Farmer relationship with mPower

Upazila

Barguna Sadar
Barisal Sadar (Kotwali)
Char Fasson
Patuakhali Sadar
Bhandaria
Faridpur Sadar
Chaugachha
Magura Sadar
Kalia
Satkhira Sadar
Total

Based upon your interactions with mPower, how would
you define your relationship with them?
Client that they
Employee Partner Subordinate
serve
8
12
10
0
2
9
10
9
3
8
15
6
6
5
13
6
0
0
30
0
5
2
18
5
0
0
30
0
1
1
26
7
2
0
28
0
3
5
33
3
30
42
213
36

Total

30
30
32
30
30
30
30
35
30
44
321
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4.0 CONCLUSION
This evaluation suggests that mPower has substantially addressed the ICT related goals
that were set out in the AESA planning document reviewed above. They have delivered an
effective set of apps for farmers and SAAOs that show promise of improving agriculture in the
districts served. The program expands capacity to deliver agricultural knowledge in response to
farmer problems. It has increased use of ICT by farmers and provided a useful ICT supplement
for SAAOs. The SAAO tools promise to reduce SAAO workload, improve organization, and
increase SAAO’s ability to focus on advising farmers. The recommendations made throughout
this report are summarized in Table 16 at the end of this section in a more abbreviated fashion.
We will try to put them into a larger context in this section.
With the rapid spread of mobile technology, the channels for agricultural information are
likely to change substantially in the future. The mobile phone and other mobile devices place
ICT in the hands of the farmers. It enables delivery of information in a much more timely and
tailored fashion than is possible when farmers have to go to community centers to use computers
or watch agricultural television programs. It has the potential to be truly responsive to farmer
needs.
While information available through mobile devices is timely, it is also less rich than that
available through computers and television. This is likely to change as devices increase in
sophistication. But it is important to give users sufficient and timely information to satisfy them
that their mobile devices can deliver value worth the effort of entering information into menus
that generally involve multiple clicks. Hence it will be important to add more crops to the
service and also to ensure that farmers receive answers to their queries as immediately as
possible. It is also possible that problems farmers face will change as climate change proceeds,
which will make updating the information base critical. While the survey results indicated that a
large proportion of queries to the FQS were answered within a day, the focus groups and
interviews highlighted challenges faced by the call center personnel in reaching farmers and in
getting sufficient information from farmers to adequately answer their queries.
By all accounts, the implementation approach is working well. Focusing on farmer
groups and introducing use of the farmer apps through the the ICT Champions has led to
increased use over the past four months. There is evidence that the apps are regarded favorably
and that they solve farmers’ problems. Evidence from the survey, focus groups, and interviews
with farmers, SAAOs, and ICT Leaders/Champions consistently indicates that the apps are
regarded as useful and easy to use and respondents are recommending them to others. Analysis
of degree of penetration of the apps in the beneficiary group indicates at least a 12.5% adoption
rate for the first four months of the program. Typically the adoption rate accelerates once an
innovation reaches the early majority, which the apps have done.
Results suggest that farmers are still largely dependent on assistance from infomediaries
to use the apps. The infomediaries have been valuable in promoting use, but expanding the
program will require an expansion in the number of infomediaries, which will require resources
(e.g., training, continuing contact, smartphones). The current infomediaries will also continue to
require maintainence and support. It is not clear whether farmers can move beyond dependence
on the infomediaries to use the apps directly themselves in the near term. There is some
evidence this is happening with the CDT and SST. However, the relatively low level of ICT
literacy among farmers—with the vast majority reporting having received little education in the
use the ICT—will be a barrier in the immediate future. Over the longer term, farmers’
knowledge and capabilities are likely to increase as smartphones become more widespread and
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the general public of farmers becomes more accustomed to their features and use. The rapid
diffusion of regular cell phones through farm communities is one example of this.
The SAAOs report that the apps designed for them are useful and increase their
efficiency. It is also encouraging that the SAAOs do not react negatively to the farmer apps,
which could be viewed by them as “automating” their jobs. They generally reported that the
farmer apps were useful supplements to their jobs and they were a primary infomediary used by
farmers to consult the apps. To maintain SAAO buy-in and trust of the system, we believe it is
important that the apps not be used to monitor SAAOs in ways that connect with job evaluations,
promotion, or compensation.
Information gathered by the system has significant potential for agricultural
administrators and planners. It can help them track trends in crop selection, plant and animal
diseases, and other matters over time and space. To analyze information spatially requires that
all the apps collect geolocation information; currently only the FQS does this. The value of the
system will increase as level of adoption increases, enabling collection and analysis of
information from larger numbers of farmers. Bundling or combining other agricultural
information services with the apps can also enhance the reach of Extension services. It would be
possible to distribute mobile-enabled agricultural education, to use of social media to build
farmer communities, and to provide mobile marketing assistance.
Sustainability and expansion of the program are key concerns at this point. Our
evaluation did not directly address this issue, but some of the findings have implications for
sustainability. We purposely began this paragraph with a reference to sustainability and
expansion, because we believe that expansion is one key to sustainability. The apps are
obviously useful to farmers and their rate of diffusion is about what one would expect for the
beginning of an implementation effort. Indeed, the rate of adoption has reached the point of
stage 3, which typically entails an acceleration in rate of adoption, as shown in Figure 3, which
portrays the cumulative adoption curve (which graphs the total proportion of the population that
has adopted an innovation as time progresses). As the figure indicates, at a certain point in the
third stage, adoption accelerates and use expands rapidly for effective and useful innovations.

Figure 4. Cumulative adoption curve for diffusion of innovations
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We would argue that building a large base of farmers who can use the apps is the best
way to ensure their sustainability, because it builds a constituency for their continuation. So,
finding resources to continue expansion of the program in the short term will build “critical
mass” of adopters, increasing adoption still further and allowing pressure to build for permanent
continuation of the program.
Our evaluation suggests that several measures and resources are required for
sustainability and expansion:








Maintenance of the service at the server side
Expansion of the range of crops and fish covered by the apps and freshening of the
information base
For the FQS, expansion of the number of call center employees and training in new crops
To maintain the infomediaries, continuing education and training, smartphones, and
consultation with mPower
Continuing training for the SAAOs as key users of the farmer and SAAO apps
Continuing improvement in the apps to make them easier to use by farmers with
rudimentary ICT knowledge
Continuing education and training of farmers in ICT

To ensure sustainability it is also important to plan an organized transition of the program
to the government. The best way to do that is to involve government IT personnel during the
final years of the program so that they can learn the development and operational process and
adapt it to new institutional environment. In view of the vibrant set of nongovernmental
organizations involved in the agricultural information sector, it may also be desirable to create a
coalition of organizations that can nurture the program and further develop it.
Future evaluation of the apps should include further analysis of diffusion of the apps
through the population of beneficiaries. Our analysis has identified some promising trends, but
there is no guarantee they will persist. Further, economic benefits of the apps were not addressed
in this evaluation, because it was deemed too early for them to materialize. The survey included
questions that elicited impressions of farmers and ICT Leaders/Champions, and SAAOs and they
all responded positively. However, a rigorous evaluation of the economic outcomes of the
program is still needed.
The ASEA ICT Project has been effective in achieving its goals to this point. If it can
expand and sustain itself, it will bring great value to the small farmers of Bangladesh. It also
points the way to promising future uses of ICT to enhance the effectiveness of Extension
services.
Table 16. Summary of recommendations
Implementation Program
 Expand the current program to enhance diffusion of the apps. This could be done (1)
by adding more ICT Leaders and/or (2) by having existing user groups contact
neighboring farmer groups to encourage adoption.
Application Development
 Include more crops in the service
 To short-circuit the problem of farmers’ inability to explain their problems adequately
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use the data that accumulates to guide development of a deeper set of queries for
farmers who register problems. These queries could be designed to elicit the types of
information that the call center personnel need to answer questions more quickly and
accurately.
Continue the development cycle with the SAAO Scheduler to make sure that it
addresses problems that that SAAOs face and adds functions useful to the SAAOs.
Coordination with government agencies is recommended in developing SAAO
scheduler as it would provide insight into their assigned duties and responsibilities
including possible changes in those in near future.
Coordination with agricultural and weather experts are recommended in developing
new tools feature to tackle problems associated with farming problems emerging due to
climate change.
Use open-ended nature of FQS to gather information on questions not envisioned by
the original app design. Consider adding information services that the questions
suggest.

Application Support
 Increase number of Call Center personnel to handle increased load in queries due to the
FQS
 Call Center personnel should find ways to provide redundant contacts to farmer
queries. For example, they might send as SMS if they do not get an answer on their
first call.
 Give the infomediaries guidelines and/or training in taking clear and effective pictures.
This would improve the data submitted to the FQS. Such pictures would need to
capture appropriate information to help call center personnel identify problems, which
might differ from case to case.
 Tailor the training of the three apps to allow for field conditions. It is one thing to
show the SAAOs how to operate an app in “sterile” environments. A very important
adaptation would be to take into account use in field conditions, where farmers or
consulting infomediaries do not know how to describe problems in meaningful terms
or take bad pictures. Physical problems, such as malfunctions and difficulties in
finding signals should also be addressed.
 Transition of the system to the government sector (AIS) should be carefully planned so
that government agencies work with mPower to manage a gradual handover. It may
also be advisable to include other nongovernmental organizations related to
agricultural information in the transition.
User Support
 Give farmers and ICT Leaders more training in the apps and in using ICT in general.
This could be done by “training the trainer” (i.e. ICT Champion) in how to train others
in using the app.
 Begin to reduce farmer dependence on infomediaries so that they can use the apps
themselves independently. This will require training and would be facilitated by
development of farmer support groups within the farmer groups who help one another
use the apps, update them, and search for new apps.
 Continue consulting with the SAAOs to ensure that they see the apps not as
“competition,” but rather as “supplements” to their extensive local knowledge. For the
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SAAOs who embrace a service orientation—a significant majority according to our
focus groups and survey results—the apps can be framed as enabling them to help their
constituents.
Agricultural Information
 Experiment with other types of information such as streams of agricultural programs
on the interface. Since farmers seem to be directly accessing the app, this may be a
way to more broadly disseminate other content.
 Take advantage of social media to develop connections across farmer groups and to
develop community among farmers. Social media can be used to promote the apps and
other sources of agricultural information
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APPENDIX A
Report
Visit of mPower Evaluation Team to Bangladesh, March 12-March 25, 2015
Mike Black, Paul Hixson, and Scott Poole visited Bangladesh, hosted by mPower. The contents
of this report are observations made during the visit and are meant to summarize what we saw
and advance some preliminary recommendations. These are subject to modification depending
on subsequent information and data gathered during the remainder of the evaluation.
Field Meetings & Observation Visits:


Friday, March 13, 2015 (Dhaka City)
o Bangladesh Institute of ICT in Development (Shahid Ackbar, CEO)
o Amadeyr Cloud (Imran Ali, Managing Director; Elizabeth Ali, Chairperson)
o Susmita Das, Senior Documentation Officer for Bangladesh Agricultural
Research Council



Saturday, March 14, 2015 (Dhaka City)
o mPower (Mridul Chowdhury, CEO; Hasib Ahsan, Senior Program and Research
Manager; Sadman Sadek, ICT Technical Coordinator)



Sunday, March 15, 2015 (Jessore Region)
o Demonstration of Farmer Query System by Input Seller
o Demonstration of Farmer Query System by ICT Leader
o Focus group style discussion with mixed gender farmer group
o Demonstration of Crop Diagnostic Tool by SSAO agent
o Demonstration of SSAO Scheduling Tool by SSAO agent



Monday, March 16, 2015 (Magura Region)
o Demonstration of Fish Diagnostic Tool by SSAO agant
o Focus group style discussion with male farmer group
o Demonstration of Agro Knowledge Bank by AICC Leader
o Focus group style discussion with AICC club



Tuesday, March 17, 2015 (Dhaka City)
o Susmita Das, Senior Documentation Officer for Bangladesh Agricultural
Research Council



Wednesday, March 18, 2015 (Dhaka City)
o USAID (Anar Khalilov, Senior Food Security Advisor)
o Miaki (Lucia Quezada, Head of Product—Agriculture; Anwarul Alam, Head of
Agriculture; Farzana Sharmeen, Program Director)
o mPower (Ahsan, Sadek)



Thursday, March 19, 2015 (Dhaka City)
o AIS (Mohammad Zakir Hasnat, Information Officer; Mohammad Maroof,
Agriculture Information & Communication Specialist)
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o Agriculture Extension Services Agency (Daniel O. Coster, Chief of Party; Jeremy
Davis, Deputy Chief of Party)


Friday, March 20, 2015 (Dhaka City)
o mPower (Chowdhury, Ahsan, Sadek)



Saturday, March 21, 2015 (Dhaka City)
o Miaki (Taro Araya, CEO)
o Bangladesh Institute of ICT in Development (Ackbar)



Sunday, March 22, 2015 (Dhaka City)
o Cooperative for Assistance and Relief Everywhere (Apurba Dev Roy, Community
Development Specialist)

Preliminary Observations


We believe that mPower is on the right track in terms of the three major overarching
opportunities they see for new ICT tools and methodologies to make substantial progress
in making Extension systems (public and private) more responsive to the needs of
farmers in Bangladesh. Their efforts have been consistently focused on how new ICT
tools can overcome current challenges in the present ag extension system:
o Farmers need better, more timely access to extension information
o The knowledge base of ag extension agents is outdated
o Government of Bangladesh decision-makers have limited tools for obtaining upto-date information from the field on which they can make timely resource
decisions



At the time of our visit, mPower has several mature applications to address these needs
that have been tested with a significant number of users: the Farmer Query System, the
Knowledge Bank, and the Crop Diagnostic System. Several other applications are well
developed and will be tested with users in the next few months: the SAAO reporting
system, the Livestock Diagnostic System, and the Fish Diagnostic System.



mPower applications or projects with which they are affiliated have garnered three
nominations for ITU World Summit on Information Society awards in the Agricultural
category.



mPower uses rapid development processes in which prototypes are generated, tested with
users, revised and improved, in a continuous process. This contrasts with traditional
structured “waterfall” development processes, which are slower and may have less user
involvement. Their development approach is useful in the context in which they operate,
because there is a need to adapt flexibly to user needs and context.



They supplement this development process with an experimental approach to developing
the implemention of their applications. This involves not only technology development,
but also development of the social vehicles to provide support for the use of the
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applications. The mPower team indicated to us that they had changed directions multiple
times as they moved forward. This type of active problem solving seems to be quite
productive and appropriate to the cultural and programmatic context in which they are
operating.


The farmers and other villagers are quite comfortable with technology and about 10-15%
have smart phones already. The penetration of smart devices is likely to increase rapidly
in the next two years and should be figured into mPower’s development process. Also,
problems with literacy will likely decline with the younger farmers who are the most
likely early adopters of smart phone technology in rural Bangladesh.



The mPower team has done a good job of learning about the problems farmers face and
incorporating that learning into their applications. They spent a lot of time in the first
two years in the field. They clearly have good relationships with the farmers, ICT
leaders, field facilitators, farm groups, and others in the communities we visited.



Their basic model is to build on the farmer groups that CARE has organized under the
AESA by identifying “ICT forward” farmers in these groups and giving them training to
become ICT Leaders for their group. These individuals are not paid, but have the status
of being the ICT Leader. We visited two of these groups and the ICT Leader was able to
use the technology effectively and interacted with fellow members in a productive and
effective fashion. mPower has also implemented their applications in AICCs, which is an
AIS sponsored community technology center focused on uses of ICT to support
agriculture. These are for-profit centers run by local farmer-entrepreneurs. The AICC
Leader/Manager uses mPower applications as part of a suite of technologies provided to
the community. A third route for implementation of the applications is through input
providers such as the seed vendor we visited. The input provider is given training in the
technology similar to that given to the ICT Leader and is a natural entry point for their
system, since buyers often ask for information from the input sellers. The use of three
“delivery” systems for their applications illustrates mPower’s willingness to experiment
to find the appropriate model for their applications.



Project management is also effective, based on what we have seen so far. They have
appropriate software development personnel and in-house structures. They described
how they monitor the activity of call centers and validate their results. They appear to
have quality control and validation procedures that will enhance the quality of the
product.



The applications we saw demonstrated in the field all worked well. Responses to the
Farmer Query System and Crop Diagnostic System came within 15 minutes. Users
reported that they received call-back answers promptly (within a day) and that the
information was accurate and adequate. In one community, they were sufficiently
impressed with the applications and what they could do that members had decided to
build their own technology center with their own money (some of the wealthier villagers
had agreed to pay for it).
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We were impressed by the energy and active participation shown in the two farmer
groups we visited. The field facilitator and the ICT Leader had done a good job with
these groups. There seems to be a good deal of bottom up organizing around ICT use.



The AICCs constitute a key route for sustainable implementation of applications. We
noted in the AICC that we visited that it seemed to be run a bit more like a business and
had less energy than the farmer groups. Some training of the AICC leaders in
community building may be useful.



The SAAOs seemed to be comfortable with the ICT tools and to use them well. One we
talked to liked the SAAO reporting system and hoped it could be extended to sending
notifications of visits to areas they were scheduling visits to. mPower noted some
barriers to this but indicated it would be desirable.



The current design of the Farmer Query System is much like a ticket system that allows
them to register individual problems and provide solutions on a case-by-case basis. It
enables them to capture information but does not support community interaction. They
are considering tracking the query histories of individual farmers using the national ID
system, which would result in something resembling an account-based system. We
discussed ways in which not only the Farmer Query System, but the full set of new ICT
tools might be more effective if they could be incorporated within a larger, more
integrated ICT eco-system that featured stronger linkages between applications and
operated more like social media sites in which one-to-many, as well as peer-to-peer,
information sharing could occur. We would encourage mPower to use their agile
development methodology to make a mid-project assessment as to whether moving their
current set of already established ICT tools into a more account-based, social-media
focused digital ecosystem would be feasible within the timeframe of this project or not.
If they believe that it could be done effectively, we would see significant benefits from
such a change, however mPower must be given the leeway and freedom to make this
important assessment based on their best professional judgment.



Given the rising availability of smart phones and mobile Internet, we feel that social
networking, whether part of mPower’s software systems or using an existing system in
parallel to it, could foster the kind of community linkages that the project’s stakeholders
wish to see develop over the long term by building on the efforts of CARE Field
Facilitators’s effort. AICCs and input sellers could also get involved in the networks.
Social networking could also change how the SAAO works and interacts with farmers by
allowing them to share advance meeting notices with community members. Also, by
enabling the SAAO to be part of, as well as monitor community interactions, they will be
in a far better position to understand the needs and interests of those they serve.



mPower has largely gone its own way in developing applications and has been effective;
however, it should consider possibly reaching out to other companies to build additional
functionality, such as delivery of eLearning materials, using the framework mPower is
building with its current suite of tools. We observed that there are several key players in
the local scene who have different, but possibly complimentary skills and ideas that
might be engaged in some sort of collaborative efforts. We also noted that each team has
responded to the technological constraints of Bangladesh’s low bandwidth Internet
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ecosystem differently. While they share many of the same goals, they are currently using
very different methods of delivery that may not be readily compatible due to how each
project is working around limitations of the country’s network infrastructure and
accounting for widely varying phone hardware/software specifications. One possible
expanded partnership that holds particular promise would be expanded collaborations
between mPower and Miaki, and toward that end, the leaders of both organizations
should be encouraged to explore whether closer a working relationship might be mutually
beneficial.


Toward the end of his extended stay, Hixson met with mPower leadership to discuss one
possible approach that the project might consider to increase both the scalability and
long-term sustainability of this effort. The gist of that approach would depend on a
positive local assessment that approved moving to a more account-based and socialmedia-based digital ecosystem described above. If such a move was found to be doable
and feasible in the local context, this approach would then advocate creating a new Ag
Extension Repository with the designed intention for it to be operated long-term by a
separate for-profit private entity. A rough sketch of how such an arrangement might be
configured was shared with mPower, who found it both interesting and worth further
consideration – a copy is attached at the end of this document. Part of the rationale for
using a public-private partnership in this situation is that it would insure that the
government’s AIS data repository would remain “pure” in that it would only contain
officially validated government information and AIS’s established subject matter
validation procedures could remain intact. At the same time the new Ag Extension
Repository would be able to draw on both AIS and other globally validated information
sources, and simultaneously capture the metadata of users interactions, which would be
of commercial value to various private sector companies. Through such a “Facebooklike” commercial arrangement, the cost of delivering the information to low income enduser farmers (possibly including telecommunications access charges) could be “free” to
farmers because those expenses were being underwritten by the income from commercial
entities who would be purchasing the metadata for their business intelligence. At the
same time, aggregated and de-identified data could be passed back from the new Ag
Extension Repository to government decision leaders to be used as real-time field
information that could guide important resource allocation decisions.



Regardless of whether the new Ag Extension Repository idea is ultimately pursued or
not, one area that will deserve continued monitoring and attention is that of the planned
integration with government agencies at the conclusion of the project. Because so much
depends on a successful transition, it will be critically important to thoroughly evaluate
both the technical skills in the government agencies as well as more clearly ascertain how
their existing information architecture can be brought into line with the sort of cutting
edge electronic information system that mPower will be building. As one proactive
approach, mPower might consider forming a transition team to work with these agencies
and others to plan the transition in terms of proper facilities, updating and further
development of systems, and integration of current ag initiatives with this project. Most
importantly, mPower and other project partners will need to work together to establish a
common cultural commitment to the new methodologies at the heart of this project.
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Also, regardless of how any discussions of possible long-term strategic elements go
within the USAID mission and with mPower, in terms of the upcoming formal field
evaluation studies that will be conducted by ICHASS, those studies will be conducted
within the parameters of the project’s current 5 year plan and will be focused on the
current set of ICT tools mPower already has in place.

Figure 5: Attached Preliminary Sketch
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Appendix B
Survey Questions
As Laid Out for Mobile Field Collection Application
Variable

Question in
English

Question in
Bangla

Variable Value

resp_type
district

Type of Respondent
District

খানার ধরন
জেলা

select_one resp_type
select_one district

upazila
union
resp_id

Upazila
Union
Respondent ID

উপজেলা
ইউননয়ন
উত্তরদাতার ID নং

select_one upazila
select_one union
integer

আপনন নি Farmer
Query System
(FQS) ব্যব্হার
িরজেন?
Farmer Query
System (FQS)
ব্যব্হার শুরুর পর
জেজি এখন পর্যন্ত
আপনন জ াট িতটি
প্রশ্ন িজরজেন?
আপনন নি আপনার
জ াব্াইজল জিান উত্তর
জপজয়নেজলন?
Farmer Query
System (FQS) এ
আপনার িরা সব্যজেষ
িল এর েব্াব্ ব্া
উত্তর পাওয়ার েজনয
আপনাজি িতক্ষন
ধজর অজপক্ষা িরজত
হজয়নেজলা?
আপনার জ ান িজলর
েব্াজব্ জর্ তেয
আপনন লাভ
িজরনেজলন জসটানি
আপনার িরা প্রজশ্নর
উত্তরজি সঠিিভাজব্
সুরাহা / স াধান
িরজত জপজরনেল?
ননজের িরা
প্রজশ্নর/ ন্তজব্যর সাজে
আপনন িতটা এি ত

select_one yes_no

Questions for Farmers: Farmer Query System
farmer_query_system1

Are you using the
FQS?

farmer_query_system2

How many
questions have you
submitted to FQS
since you started
using it?

farmer_query_system3

Did you receive a
reply on your
mobile phone?

farmer_query_system4

How long did it
take to receive a
call back for your
last call for the
FQS?

farmer_query_system5

Did the information
you received in the
call back call
answer your
question
adequately?

farmer_query_system6

Using the FQS
helps me obtain
information on
farming problems

integer

select_one yes_no

select_one
farmer_query_system4

select_one yes_no

select_one agree_disagree
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quickly

farmer_query_system7

Did the information
you received help
you improve your
productivity?

farmer_query_system8

Have you
recommended this
FQS system to your
neighbors?

farmer_query_system9

Did the information
you received help
you improve your
income?

farmer_query_system11

Have you ever
received advice
from an FQS call
that was NOT able
to solve your
problem?

farmer_query_system13

The FQS is easy to
use

ব্া নি তঃ
Farmer Query
System (FQS)
ব্যব্হাজরর জল
অজনি দ্রুত স জয়র
জধয িৃ নষ সংনিষ্ঠ
স সযাগুজলার তেয
লাভ িজর োজিন
ননজের িরা
প্রজশ্নর/ ন্তজব্যর সাজে
আপনন িতটা এি ত
ব্া নি তঃ
আপনন জর্ তেয লাভ
িজরনেজলন জসটা
আপনার
উৎপাদনেীলতা ব্ৃনি
িরজত সহজর্ানিতা
িজরনেল?
আপনন নি এই
Farmer Query
System (FQS)
ব্যব্হার িরার েজনয
আপনার প্রনতজব্নেজি
পরা েয প্রদান
িজরনেজলন?
ননজের িরা
প্রজশ্নর/ ন্তজব্যর সাজে
আপনন িতটা এি ত
ব্া নি তঃ
আপনন জর্ তেয লাভ
িজরনেজলন জসটা
আপনার আয় ব্ৃনি
িরজত সহজর্ানিতা
িজরনেল
আপনন নি িখজনা
Farmer Query
System (FQS) িল
জেজি এ ন জিান
উপজদে জপজয়নেজলন
র্া আপনার স সযা
স াধাজনর উপজর্ািী
নেল না?
ননজের িরা
প্রজশ্নর/ ন্তজব্যর সাজে
আপনন িতটা এি ত
ব্া নি তঃ
Farmer Query
System (FQS)

select_one agree_disagree

select_one yes_no

select_one agree_disagree

select_one yes_no

select_one agree_disagree
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ব্যব্হার িরা খুব্
সহে
farmer_query_system15

I know when to use
the FQS

farmer_query_system17

I trust the advice I
receive from the
FQS

farmer_query_system19

I discuss the
information I
receive from the
FQS with other
farmers before I
implement it

farmer_query_system21

How would you
like to receive
information from
FQS?

farmer_query_system22

What ICTS do you
currently use?

farmer_query_system23_1

How much
experience do you
have using 'Phone
to talk' ICTs

farmer_query_system23_2

How much
experience do you
have using 'Phone
apps' ICTs

আপনন নি োজনন
িখন Farmer Query
System (FQS)
ব্যব্হার িরজত হয়?
ননজের িরা
প্রজশ্নর/ ন্তজব্যর সাজে
আপনন িতটা এি ত
ব্া নি তঃ
Farmer Query
System (FQS) জেজি
প্রাপ্ত তেয আপনন
নব্শ্বাস
িজরন/ননভয রজর্ািয
ব্জল জন িজরন
আপনন নি Farmer
Query System
(FQS) জেজি প্রাপ্ত
তেয প্রজয়াজির আজি
অনযানয িৃ ষিজদর
সাজে উক্ত তেয ননজয়
আজলােনা িজরন?
Farmer Query
System (FQS) জেজি
নিভাজব্ তেয জপজল
ভাজলা হয় ব্জল আপনন
জন িজরন?
আপনন ব্তয াজন নি
ধরজনর তেয ও
জর্ািাজর্াি প্রর্ুনক্ত
(ICTS (Information
and
Communication
Technologies))
ব্যব্হার িরজেন?
"জ াব্াইল জ াজন িো
ব্লা" - এই
ICTS/তেয ও
জর্ািাজর্াি প্রর্ুনক্ত
ব্যব্হাজরর জক্ষজে
আপনার অনভজ্ঞতা
"জ াব্াইল জ ান
এপস" - এই
ICTS/তেয ও
জর্ািাজর্াি প্রর্ুনক্ত
ব্যব্হাজরর জক্ষজে
আপনার অনভজ্ঞতা

select_one yes_no

select_one agree_disagree

select_one discuss

select_multiple
info_receive

select_multiple type_icts

select_one icts_exp

select_one icts_exp
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farmer_query_system23_3

How much
experience do you
have using
'Computer in
community center'
ICTs

farmer_query_system23_4

How much
experience do you
have using
'Television' ICTs

farmer_query_system23_5

How much
experience do you
have using 'Radio'
ICTs

farmer_query_system99

Which of the
following do you
use to get
information about
farming?
Please specify
How do you
typically use the
FQS?

farmer_query_system99_oth
farmer_query_system26

farmer_query_system27

If yes to someone
else, with whome?

farmer_query_system28

The SAAO enters
the information I
give him accurately

farmer_query_system29

The SAAO
misunderstands the
problems I ask him
to enter into FQS

farmer_query_system30

The SAAO gives
everyone who
comes to him fair
access to the FQS

farmer_query_system31

The ICT Champion
enters the
information I give

"িন উননটি জসন্টাজরর
িনিউটার" - এই
ICTS/তেয ও
জর্ািাজর্াি প্রর্ুনক্ত
ব্যব্হাজরর জক্ষজে
আপনার অনভজ্ঞতা
"জটনলনভেন" - এই
ICTS/তেয ও
জর্ািাজর্াি প্রর্ুনক্ত
ব্যব্হাজরর জক্ষজে
আপনার অনভজ্ঞতা
"জরনিও" - এই
ICTS/তেয ও
জর্ািাজর্াি প্রর্ুনক্ত
ব্যব্হাজরর জক্ষজে
আপনার অনভজ্ঞতা
িৃ নষিাজে তেয জপজত
ননজের জিান পিনত
ব্যব্হার িজরন?

select_one icts_exp

নননদয ষ্ট িরুন
সোরোর আপনন
নিভাজব্ Farmer
Query System
(FQS) ব্যব্হার
িজরন?
র্নদ অনয িাজরা
াধযজ ব্যব্হার হজয়
োজি তজব্ িার
াধযজ
SAAO - এর িাজে
আন জর্ভাজব্ তেয
জদই ঠিি জসভাজব্ই
পাঠাজত পাজর
SAAO - এর াধযজ
Farmer Query
System (FQS) এ
স সযাগুজলা পাঠাজত
ব্লজল তারা
স সযাগুজলা ভু ল
জব্াজে
SAAO - সিলজি
স ানভাজব্ গ্রহন িজর
র্ারাই তাজদর িাজে
আজস
ICT Champion এর িাজে আপনন

text
select_one how_use

select_one icts_exp

select_one icts_exp

select_multiple agri_info

select_multiple who

select_one send_accurate

select_one send_accurate

select_one accept

select_one send_accurate
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him accurately

farmer_query_system32

The ICT Champion
misunderstands the
problems I ask him
to enter into FQS

farmer_query_system33

The ICT Champion
gives everyone who
comes to him fair
access to the FQS

farmer_query_system34

The AIIC leader
enters the
information I give
him accurately

farmer_query_system35

The AIIC leader
misunderstands the
problems I ask him
to enter into FQS

farmer_query_system36

The AIIC leader
gives everyone who
comes to him fair
access to the FQS

farmer_query_system37

How many other
people do you know
use the FQS?

farmer_query_system40

How many other
people do you know
who are using the
FGQ in your
community?

farmer_query_system38

Does the FQS have
a good reputation
among the people
who use it in your
community?

জর্ভাজব্ তেয জদন ঠিি
জসভাজব্ই পাঠাজত
পাজর
ICT Champion এর াধযজ Farmer
Query System
(FQS) এ স সযাগুজলা
পাঠাজত ব্লজল তারা
স সযাগুজলা ভু ল
জব্াজে
ICT Champion তাজদর িাজে র্ারা
আজস সিলজি
স ানভাজব্ গ্রহন িজর
AICC নলিার - এর
িাজে আপনন জর্ভাজব্
তেয জদন ঠিি
জসভাজব্ই পাঠাজত
পাজর
AICC নলিার - এর
াধযজ Farmer
Query System
(FQS) এ স সযাগুজলা
পাঠাজত ব্লজল তারা
স সযাগুজলা ভু ল
জব্াজে
AICC নলিার - এর
িাজে র্ারা আজস নতনন
সিলজি স ানভাজব্
গ্রহন িজরন
আপনার োনা জত
আর িতেন ানুষ
এই FQS ব্যব্হার
িজরন?
আপনার িন উননটির
অনযানয আর িতেন
ানুষ এই Farmer
Query System
(FQS) ব্যব্হার
িজরন?
ননজের প্রজশ্নর/ ন্তজব্যর
সাজে আপনন িতটা
এি ত ব্া নি তঃ
আপনার িন উননটির
জধয জর্সব্ ানুষ
Farmer Query
System (FQS)
ব্যব্হার িজরণ তারা

select_one send_accurate

select_one accept

select_one send_accurate

select_one send_accurate

select_one accept

integer

integer

select_one agree_disagree
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এর খুব্ সুনা িজরন

farmer_query_system39

If 1 or 2, ask why?

farmer_query_system41

How often were
you able to obtain
agricultural
information from
Extension BEFORE
the pilot program of
Farmer Query
System?

farmer_query_system42

What was the
source of
information?
Please specify

farmer_query_system42oth

র্নদ উত্তর ১ ও ২ হয়
তজব্ জিন?
Farmer Query
System (FQS)-এর
পাইলট জপ্রাগ্রাজ র
আজি সম্প্রসারন
(Extension) জেজি
িত ননয়ন ত আপনন
িৃ নষ সংনিষ্ঠ তেয লাভ
িরজতন?
িার জেজি তেয লাভ
িরজতন?

text

নননদয ষ্ট িরুন

text

আপনন নি Crop
Diagnostic Tool
ব্যব্হার িরজেন?
Crop Diagnostic
Tool এর াধযজ
আপনার িরা প্রজশ্নর
েব্াজব্ জর্ তেয
আপনন লাভ
িজরনেজলন জসটানি
আপনার িরা প্রশ্নজি
সঠিিভাজব্
সুরাহা/স াধান িরজত
জপজরনেল?
ননজের প্রজশ্নর/ ন্তজব্যর
সাজে আপনন িতটা
এি ত ব্া নি তঃ
Crop Diagnostic
Tool-র ব্যব্হার
আপনাজি িৃ নষ স সযা
সিনিয ত তেয অজনি
দ্রুত জপজত সাহার্য
িজর
ননজের প্রজশ্নর/ ন্তজব্যর
সাজে আপনন িতটা
এি ত ব্া নি তঃ
আপনন জর্ তেয লাভ
িজরনেজলন জসটা
আপনার
উৎপাদনেীলতা
ব্ৃনিজত সহায়তা

select_one yes_no

select_one info_freq

select_multiple agri_info

Questions for Farmers: Crop Diagnostic Tool
crop_diagnostic_tool0

Are you using the
Crop Diagnostic
Tool?

crop_diagnostic_tool1

Did the information
you received from
the Crop Diagnostic
Tool answer your
question
adequately?

crop_diagnostic_tool2

Using the Crop
Diagnostic Survey
helps me obtain
information on
farming problems
quickly

crop_diagnostic_tool3

Did the information
you received help
you improve your
productivity?

select_one yes_no

select_one agree_disagree

select_one agree_disagree
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িজরনেজলা

crop_diagnostic_tool4

Have you
recommended this
Crop Diagnostic
Surveys to your
neighbors?

crop_diagnostic_tool5

Did the information
you received help
you improve your
income?

crop_diagnostic_tool7

Have you ever
received advice
from the Crop
Diagnostic Survey
that was NOT able
to solve your
problem?

crop_diagnostic_tool9

The Crop
Diagnostic Survey
is easy to use

crop_diagnostic_tool11

I know when to use
the Crop Diagnostic
Survey

crop_diagnostic_tool13

I trust the advice I
receive from the
Crop Diagnostic
Survey

crop_diagnostic_tool15

I discuss the
information I
receive from the
Crop Diagnostic
Survey with other
farmers before I
implement it.

আপনন নি আপনার
প্রনতজব্নেজি Crop
Diagnostic Tool
ব্যব্হাজরর েজনয
পরা েয নদজয়নেজলন?
ননজের প্রজশ্নর/ ন্তজব্যর
সাজে আপনন িতটা
এি ত ব্া নি তঃ
আপজন জর্ তেয লাভ
িজরনেজলন জসটা
আপনার আয় ব্াড়াজত
সাহার্য িজরনেজলা?
আপনন নি িখজনা
Crop Diagnostic
Tool জেজি এ ন
জিান উপজদে
জপজয়নেজলন র্া
আপনার স সযা
স াধাজনর উপজর্ািী
নেল না/স সযা
স াধান িরজত
পাজরনন?
ননজের প্রজশ্নর/ ন্তজব্যর
সাজে আপনন িতটা
এি ত ব্া নি তঃ
Crop Diagnostic
Tool ব্যব্হার িরা
খুব্ই সহে
আপনন নি োজনন
িখন Crop
Diagnostic Tool
ব্যব্হার িরজত হয়?
ননজের প্রজশ্নর/ ন্তজব্যর
সাজে আপনন িতটা
এি ত ব্া নি তঃ
Crop Diagnostic
Tool জেজি পাওয়া
তজেযর উপর আপনার
নব্শ্বাস আজে
Crop Diagnostic
Tool জেজি প্রাপ্ত তেয
প্রজয়াজির আজি আপনন
নি অনযানয িৃ ষিজদর
সাজে উক্ত তেয ননজয়
আজলােনা িজরন

select_one yes_no

select_one agree_disagree

select_one yes_no

select_one agree_disagree

select_one yes_no

select_one agree_disagree

select_one discuss
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crop_diagnostic_tool17

How many other
people do you know
use the Crop
Diagnostic Survey?

crop_diagnostic_tool18

How many of them
are from your
community?

crop_diagnostic_tool19

Does the Crop
Diagnostic Survey
have a good
reputation among
the people who use
it in your
community?

crop_diagnostic_tool20

If 1 or 2, ask why?

crop_diagnostic_tool22

Whose phone are
you using to access
the Crop Diagnostic
Survey?

অনযানয আর িত
ানুষ এই Crop
Diagnostic Tool-টি
ব্যব্হার িজর ব্জল
আপনন োজনন?
তাজদর জধয িতেন
আপনার
িন উননটির?
ননজের প্রজশ্নর/ ন্তজব্যর
সাজে আপনন িতটা
এি ত ব্া নি তঃ
আপনার িন উননটির
জধয জর্সব্ ানুষ
Crop Diagnostic
Tool ব্যব্হার িজরণ
তারা এর খুব্ সুনা
িজরন
র্নদ উত্তর ১ ও ২ হয়
তজব্ জিন?
Crop Diagnostic
Tool ব্যব্হাজরর েজনয
আপনন িার জ ান
ব্যব্হার িজরন?

integer

আপনন নি Seed
Selection Tool
ব্যব্হার িরজেন?
Seed Selection
Tool এর াধযজ
আপনার িরা প্রজশ্নর
েব্াজব্ জর্ তেয
আপনন লাভ
িজরনেজলন জসটা নি
আপনার িরা প্রশ্নজি
সঠিিভাজব্
সুরাহা/স াধান িরজত
জপজরনেল?
ননজের প্রজশ্নর/ ন্তজব্যর
সাজে আপনন িতটা
এি ত ব্া নি তঃ
Seed Selectio Toolএর ব্যব্হার আপনাজি
িৃ নষ স সযা সিনিয ত
তেয অজনি দ্রুত
জপজত সাহার্য িজর
ননজের প্রজশ্নর/ ন্তজব্যর
সাজে আপনন িতটা
এি ত ব্া নি তঃ

select_one yes_no

integer

select_one agree_disagree

text
select_multiple
whose_phone

Questions for Farmers: Seed Selection Tool
seed_selection_tool0

Are you using the
Seed Selection
Tool?

seed_selection_tool1

Did the information
you received from
the Seed Selection
Tool answer your
question
adequately?

seed_selection_tool2

Using the Seed
Selection Tool
helps me obtain
information on
farming problems
quickly

seed_selection_tool3

Did the information
you received help
you improve your

select_one yes_no

select_one agree_disagree

select_one agree_disagree
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productivity?

seed_selection_tool4

Have you
recommended this
Seed Selection Tool
to your neighbors?

seed_selection_tool5

Did the information
you received help
you improve your
income?

seed_selection_tool7

Have you ever
received advice
from the Seed
Seletion Tool that
was NOT able to
solve your
problem?

seed_selection_tool9

The Seed Selection
Tool is easy to use

seed_selection_tool11

I know when to use
the Seed Selection
Tool

seed_selection_tool13

I trust the advice I
receive from the
Seed Selection Tool

seed_selection_tool15

I discuss the
information I
receive from the

আপনন জর্ তেয লাভ
িজরনেজলন জসটা
আপনার
উৎপাদনেীলতা
ব্ৃনিজত সহায়তা
িজরনেজলা
আপনন নি আপনার
প্রনতজব্নেজি Seed
Selection Tool
ব্যব্হাজরর েজনয
পরা েয নদজয়নেজলন?
ননজের প্রজশ্নর/ ন্তজব্যর
সাজে আপনন িতটা
এি ত ব্া নি তঃ
আপজন জর্ তেয লাভ
িজরনেজলন জসটা
আপনার আয় ব্াড়াজত
সাহার্য িজরনেজলা?
আপনন নি িখজনা
Seed Selection
Tool জেজি এ ন
জিান উপজদে
জপজয়নেজলন র্া
আপনার স সযা
স াধাজনর উপজর্ািী
নেল না/স সযা
স াধান িরজত
পাজরনন?
ননজের প্রজশ্নর সাজে
আপনন িতটা এি ত
ব্া নি তঃ
Seed Selection
Tool ব্যব্হার িরা
খুব্ই সহে
আপনন নি োজনন
িখন Seed
Selection Tool
ব্যব্হার িরজত হয়?
ননজের প্রজশ্নর/ ন্তজব্যর
সাজে আপনন িতটা
এি ত ব্া নি তঃ
Seed Selection
Tool জেজি পাওয়া
তজেযর উপর আপনার
নব্শ্বাস আজে
Seed Selection
Tool জেজি প্রাপ্ত তেয
প্রজয়াজির আজি আপনন

select_one yes_no

select_one agree_disagree

select_one yes_no

select_one agree_disagree

select_one yes_no

select_one agree_disagree

select_one discuss
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seed_selection_tool17

Seed Selection Tool
with other farmers
before I implement
it.
How many other
people do you know
use the Seed
Selection Tool?

seed_selection_tool18

How many of them
are from your
community?

seed_selection_tool19

Does the Seed
Selection Tool have
a good reputation
among the people
who use it in your
community?

seed_selection_tool20

If 1 or 2, ask why?

seed_selection_tool22

Whose phone are
you using to access
the Seed Selection
Tool?

নি অনযানয িৃ ষিজদর
সাজে উক্ত তেয ননজয়
আজলােনা িজরন নি?
অনযানয আর িত
ানুষ এই Seed
Selection Tool-টি
ব্যব্হার িজর ব্জল
আপনন োজনন?
তাজদর জধয িতেন
আপনার
িন উননটির?
ননজের প্রজশ্নর/ ন্তজব্যর
সাজে আপনন িতটা
এি ত ব্া নি তঃ
আপনার িন উননটির
জধয জর্সব্ ানুষ
Seed Selection
ব্যব্হার িজরণ তারা
এর খুব্ সুনা িজরন
র্নদ উত্তর ১ ও ২ হয়
তজব্ জিন?
Seed Selection
Tool ব্যব্হাজরর েজনয
আপনন িার জ ান
ব্যব্হার িজরন?

integer

mPower এর সাজে
জর্ািাজর্াজির/সিজিয
র উপর নভনত্ত িজর
আপনন তাজদর সাজে
আপনার সিিয জি
নিভাজব্ সংিানয়ত
িরজব্ন?

select_one feel

আপনন নি িৃ ষি ক্লাব্
(Farm Club) এর
এিেন সদসয?
আপনন নি ICT club
(তেয ও জর্ািাজর্াি
প্রর্ুনক্ত ক্লাব্) এর
এিেন সদসয?

select_one yes_no

আপনন ব্তয াজন নি
ধরজনর তেয ও
জর্ািাজর্াি প্রর্ুনক্ত
(ICTS (Information
and

select_multiple type_icts

integer

select_one agree_disagree

text
select_multiple
whose_phone

Questions for Farmers: mPower Management Practices
mpower1

Based upon your
interactions with
mPower, how
would you define
your relationship
with them?

Questions for Farmers: Community Building/Support
community_building1

Are you a member
of a farm club?

community_building3

Are you a member
of an ICT club?

select_one yes_no

Questions for Control Group Farmers Only
control_farmer_query_system22

What ICTS do you
currently use?
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control_farmer_query_system23_1

How much
experience do you
have using 'Phone
to talk' ICTs

control_farmer_query_system23_2

How much
experience do you
have using 'Phone
apps' ICTs

control_farmer_query_system23_3

How much
experience do you
have using
'Computer in
community center'
ICTs

control_farmer_query_system23_4

How much
experience do you
have using
'Television' ICTs

control_farmer_query_system23_5

How much
experience do you
have using 'Radio'
ICTs

control_farmer_query_system99

Which of the
following do you
use to get
information about
farming?
Please specify
From what source
do you obtain
agricultural
information about
seeds?
Please specify

control_farmer_query_system99_oth
control_farmer_query_system100_1

control_farmer_query_system100_1_ot
h
control_farmer_query_system100_2

From what source
do you obtain
agricultural
information about
crop diseases or
problems with your
crop?

Communication
Technologies))
ব্যব্হার িরজেন?
"জ াব্াইল জ াজন িো
ব্লা" - এই
ICTS/তেয ও
জর্ািাজর্াি প্রর্ুনক্ত
ব্যব্হাজরর জক্ষজে
আপনার অনভজ্ঞতা
"জ াব্াইল জ ান
এপস" - এই
ICTS/তেয ও
জর্ািাজর্াি প্রর্ুনক্ত
ব্যব্হাজরর জক্ষজে
আপনার অনভজ্ঞতা
"িন উননটি জসন্টাজরর
িনিউটার" - এই
ICTS/তেয ও
জর্ািাজর্াি প্রর্ুনক্ত
ব্যব্হাজরর জক্ষজে
আপনার অনভজ্ঞতা
"জটনলনভেন" - এই
ICTS/তেয ও
জর্ািাজর্াি প্রর্ুনক্ত
ব্যব্হাজরর জক্ষজে
আপনার অনভজ্ঞতা
"জরনিও" - এই
ICTS/তেয ও
জর্ািাজর্াি প্রর্ুনক্ত
ব্যব্হাজরর জক্ষজে
আপনার অনভজ্ঞতা
িৃ নষিাজে তেয জপজত
ননজের জিান পিনত
ব্যব্হার িজরন?

select_one icts_exp

select_one icts_exp

select_one icts_exp

select_one icts_exp

select_one icts_exp

select_multiple agri_info

নননদয ষ্ট িরুন
আপনন ব্ীে সংক্রান্ত
তেয সাধারনত জিাো
জেজি জপজয় োজিন?

text
select_multiple agri_info

নননদয ষ্ট িরুন

text

আপনন সজলর জরাি
নিংব্া জিান স সযা
সংক্রান্ত তেয
সাধারনত জিাো
জেজি জপজয় োজিন?

select_multiple agri_info
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control_farmer_query_system100_2_ot
h
control_farmer_query_system100_3

Please specify

নননদয ষ্ট িরুন

text

From what source
do you obtain
agricultural
information about
new crops and
recent information
about farming?

select_multiple agri_info

control_farmer_query_system100_3_ot
h
control_farmer_query_system100_4

Please specify

আপনন নতু ন সজলর
তেয নিংব্া িৃ নষ
সংক্রান্ত
নতু ন/সম্প্রনতি তেয
সাধারনত জিাো
জেজি জপজয় োজিন?
নননদয ষ্ট িরুন

From what source
do you obtain
agricultural
information about
how to deal with
weather related
problems (flooding;
drouth) for your
crops?
Please specify

আপনন আব্হাওয়া
নভনক্তি দুজর্যাি (ব্নযা,
খরা, ইতযানদ) নিভাজব্
জ ািাজব্লা িরজত হজব্
জসই সংক্রান্ত তেয
সাধারনত জিাো
জেজি জপজয় োজিন?

select_multiple agri_info

নননদয ষ্ট িরুন

text

From what source
do you obtain
agricultural
information about
fertilizer?
Please specify

আপনন সার সংক্রান্ত
তেয সাধারনত জিাো
জেজি জপজয় োজিন?

select_multiple agri_info

নননদয ষ্ট িরুন

text

From what source
do you obtain
general agricultural
information?

আপনন সাধারন িৃ নষ
সংক্রান্ত তেয
সাধারনত জিাো
জেজি জপজয় োজিন?
নননদয ষ্ট িরুন

select_multiple agri_info

আপনন নি Farmers
Query System
(FQS) ব্যাব্হার
িরজেন?
এিেন তেয াধয
(infomediary/ICT
জনতা) নহসাজব্ িাে
িরায় এটি নি
আপনার িৃ ষজির
দানয়ত্ব পালজন হস্তজক্ষপ
িজর?
ননজের প্রজশ্নর/ ন্তজব্যর
সাজে আপনন িতটা
এি ত ব্া নি তঃ
আপনন Farmers
Query System
(FQS) িারা জর্ জসব্া

select_one yes_no

control_farmer_query_system100_4_ot
h
control_farmer_query_system100_5

control_farmer_query_system100_5_ot
h
control_farmer_query_system100_6

control_farmer_query_system100_6_ot
Please specify
h
Questions for ICT Leaders: Farmers Query System
ict_fqs1

Are you using
Farmers Query
System?

ict_fqs2

Does being an
infomediary
interfere with your
normal
responsbilities as a
farmer?

ict_fqs4

Using the FQS
helps improve the
productivity of the
farmers I serve

text

text

select_one agree_disagree

select_one agree_disagree
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ict_fqs6

Using the FQS
helps farmers solve
problems
effectively

ict_fqs8

The FQS is easy to
use

ict_fqs10

I know when to use
the FQS

ict_fqs12

Has a farmer ever
told you that he or
she received advice
from FQS that was
NOT able to solve
the problems?

ict_fqs13

Do you know why
it didn't work?

ict_fqs13_1

If Yes, please tell us
why it did not work

ict_fqs14

What is the longest
amount of time it
took for a farmer to
get a response?

ict_fqs15

Approximately how
many times have
you served as the
infomediary with
farmers and

সরব্রাহ িজরন জসটা
িৃ ষিজদর
উৎপাদনেীলতা ব্ৃনি
িরজত সাহার্য িজর
ননজের প্রজশ্নর/ ন্তজব্যর
সাজে আপনন িতটা
এি ত ব্া নি তঃ
Farmers Query
System (FQS)-এর
ব্যব্হার িৃ ষিজদর
স সযা পনরপূণযভাজব্
স াধান িরজত
সাহার্য িজর
ননজের প্রজশ্নর/ ন্তজব্যর
সাজে আপনন িতটা
এি ত ব্া নি তঃ
Farmers Query
System (FQS)
ব্যব্হার িরা খুব্
সহে
আপনন নি োজনন
িখন Farmers
Query System
(FQS) ব্যব্হার
িরজত হয়?
জিান িৃ ষি নি
িখজনা আপনাজি
ব্জলজে জর্ Farmers
Query System
(FQS) জেজি পাওয়া
উপজদে তাজদর স সযা
স াধান িরজত
পাজরনন/ব্যেয হজয়জে?
জিন এটা িৃ ষজির
স সযা স াধান িরজত
পাজরনন আপনন োজনন
নি?
র্নদ হযাাঁ হয়, তজব্ জিন
এটি স াধান িরজত
পাজরনন?
এিেন িৃ ষজির িাজে
তেয সরব্রাহ িরজত
এটা সব্জেজয় জব্নে
িত স য় ননজয়নেজলা?
সজব্যাচ্চ িতব্ার
আপনন িৃ ষিজদর
াধয নহজসজব্ িাে
িজরজেন এব্ং তাজদর

select_one agree_disagree

select_one agree_disagree

select_one yes_no

select_one yes_no

select_one yes_no

text

select_one
farmer_query_system4

integer
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ict_fqs24

ict_fqs26

ict_fqs27

ict_fqs28

submitted a
question on their
behalf through
FQS?
Do you think/feel
that the farmers in
your groups are
benefitting from the
information they
have obtained
through the FQS?
Do you think
agricultural call
centers are
effective?
To what degree
have the farmers in
your group adopted
the FQS?
On average, how
many hours out of
your day do you
spend in your role
as an infomediary
for FQS?

হজয় Farmers Query
System (FQS) এ প্রশ্ন
নলনপব্ি িজরজেন?
আপনন নি জন িজরন
জর্ আপনার গ্রুজপর
িৃ ষিরা Farmers
Query System
(FQS) েজি প্রাপ্ত
তেযর িারজণ উপিৃ ত
হন?
আপনন নি জন িজরন
জর্ িৃ নষ িল জসন্টার
িার্যির?

select_one agree_disagree

আপনার গ্রুজপর
িৃ ষজিরা নি াোয়
Farmers Query
System (FQS) গ্রহন
িজরজেন?
িজড় এিনদজন িত
স য় (ঘণ্টা) আপনন
Farmers Query
System (FQS)-এর
তেয জসব্ার াধয
নহজসজব্ ননজেজি
ননজয়ানেত রাজখন?
(ঘণ্টায় আনুন)

select_one fqs_adopt

আপনন নি Crop
Diagnostic Tool
ব্যব্হার িরজেন?
এিেন তেয াধযজ র
ভূ ন িায় িাে িরা
োড়াও উজেনখত
িার্যক্রজ র জিানটি
আপনন আপনার স্মাটয
জ ান ব্যব্হার িজর
িজর োজিন?
নননদয ষ্ট িরুন
এিেন তেয াধয
(infomediary)
নহসাজব্ িাে িরায়
এটি নি আপনার
িৃ ষজির দানয়ত্ব পালজন
হস্তজক্ষপ িজর?
ননজের প্রজশ্নর/ ন্তজব্যর
সাজে আপনন িতটা
এি ত ব্া নি তঃ

select_one yes_no

select_one agree_disagree

decimal

Questions for ICT Leaders: Crop Diagnostic Tool
ict_Crop_Diagnostic_Survey0

Are you using Crop
Diagnostic Tool?

ict_Crop_Diagnostic_Survey1

Apart from your
role as infomediary,
which of the
following activities
do you do with your
smartphone?

ict_Crop_Diagnostic_Survey1_oth
ict_Crop_Diagnostic_Survey2

Please specify
Does being an
infomediary
interfere with your
normal
responsbilities as a
farmer?

ict_Crop_Diagnostic_Survey4

Using the Crop
Diagnostic Survey
helps improve the
productivity of the

select_multiple ict_fqs1

text
select_one agree_disagree

select_one agree_disagree
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farmers I serve

ict_Crop_Diagnostic_Survey6

Using the Crop
Diagnostic Survey
helps farmers solve
problems
effectively

ict_Crop_Diagnostic_Survey8

The Crop
Diagnostic is easy
to use

ict_Crop_Diagnostic_Survey10

I know when to use
the Crop Diagnostic
Survey

ict_Crop_Diagnostic_Survey12

Has a farmer ever
told you that he or
she received advice
from Crop
Diagnostic Survey
that was NOT able
to solve the
problems?

ict_Crop_Diagnostic_Survey13

Do you know why
it didn't work?

ict_Crop_Diagnostic_Survey14

Approximately how
many times have
you served as the
infomediary with
farmers and
submitted a
question on their
behalf through Crop
Diagnostic Survey?

ict_Crop_Diagnostic_Survey28

On average, how
many hours out of
your day do you
spend in your role
as an infomediary
for Crop

Crop Diagnostic
Tool-এর জসব্া
সরব্রাহ িৃ ষিজদর
উৎপাদনেীলতা ব্ৃনি
িরজত সাহার্য িজর
ননজের প্রজশ্নর/ ন্তজব্যর
সাজে আপনন িতটা
এি ত ব্া নি তঃ
Crop Diagnostic
Tool-এর ব্যব্হার
িৃ ষিজদর স সযা
পনরপূণযভাজব্ স াধান
িরজত সাহার্য িজর
আপনন নি জন িজরন
Crop Diagnostic
Tool ব্যব্হার িরা
খুব্ সহে
আপনন নি োজনন
িখন Crop
Diagnostic Tool
ব্যব্হার িরজত হয়?
জিান িৃ ষি নি
িখজনা আপনাজি
ব্জলজে জর্ Crop
Diagnostic Tool
জেজি প্রাপ্ত জিান
উপজদে ব্া তেয
তাজদর স সযা
স াধান িরজত
পাজরনন?
আপনন নি োজনন
জিন জসই তেয ব্া
উপজদে িৃ ষজির
স সযা স াধান িরজত
পাজরনন?
আনু াননি িতব্ার
আপনন িৃ ষিজদর
াধয নহজসজব্ িাে
িজরজেন এব্ং তাজদর
হজয় Crop
Diagonstic Tool-এ
প্রশ্ন নলনপব্ি
িজরজেন?
িজড় এিনদজন িত
স য় (ঘণ্টা) আপনন
Crop Diagonostic
Tool-এর তেয জসব্ার
াধয নহজসজব্ ননজেজি

select_one agree_disagree

select_one agree_disagree

select_one yes_no

select_one yes_no

select_one yes_no

integer

decimal
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Diagonostic
System?

ননজয়ানেত রাজখন?
(ঘণ্টায় আনুন)

Questions for ICT Leaders: Seed Selection Tool
ict_seed_selection_tool0

Are you using Seed
Selection Tool?

ict_seed_selection_tool1

Apart from your
role as infomediary,
which of the
following activities
do you do with your
smartphone?

ict_seed_selection_tool1_oth

Please specify

ict_seed_selection_tool2

Does being an
infomediary
interfere with your
normal
responsbilities as a
farmer?

ict_seed_selection_tool4

Using the Seed
Selection Tool
helps improve the
productivity of the
farmers I serve

ict_seed_selection_tool6

Using the Seed
Selection Tool
helps farmers solve
problems
effectively

ict_seed_selection_tool8

The Seed Selection
Tool is easy to use

ict_seed_selection_tool10

I know when to use
the Seed Selection
Tool

ict_seed_selection_tool12

Has a farmer ever
told you that he or
she received advice

আপনন নি Seed
Selection Tool
ব্যব্হার িরজেন?
এিেন তেয াধযজ র
ভূ ন িায় িাে িরা
োড়াও উজেনখত
িার্যক্রজ র জিানটি
আপনন আপনার স্মাটয
জ ান ব্যব্হার িজর
িজর োজিন?
নননদয ষ্ট িরুন

select_one yes_no

এিেন তেয াধয
(infomediary)
নহসাজব্ িাে িরায়
এটি নি আপনার
িৃ ষজির দানয়ত্ব পালজন
হস্তজক্ষপ িজর?
ননজের প্রজশ্নর/ ন্তজব্যর
সাজে আপনন িতটা
এি ত ব্া নি তঃ
Seed Selection
Tool জসব্া সরব্রাহ
িৃ ষিজদর
উৎপাদনেীলতা ব্ৃনি
িরজত সাহার্য িজর
ননজের প্রজশ্নর/ ন্তজব্যর
সাজে আপনন িতটা
এি ত ব্া নি তঃ
Seed Selection
Tool-এর ব্যব্হার
িৃ ষিজদর স সযা
পনরপূণযভাজব্ স াধান
িরজত সাহার্য িজর
আপনন নি জন িজরন
Seed Selection
Tool ব্যব্হার িরা
খুব্ সহে
আপনন নি োজনন
িখন Seed
Selection Tool
ব্যব্হার িরজত হয়?
জিান িৃ ষি নি
িখজনা আপনাজি
ব্জলজে জর্ Seed

select_one agree_disagree

select_multiple ict_fqs1

text

select_one agree_disagree

select_one agree_disagree

select_one agree_disagree

select_one yes_no

select_one yes_no
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from Seed Selection
Tool that was NOT
able to solve the
problems?

ict_seed_selection_tool13

Do you know why
it didn't work?

ict_seed_selection_tool14

Approximately how
many times have
you served as the
infomediary with
farmers and
submitted a
question on their
behalf through Seed
Selection Tool?
On average, how
many hours out of
your day do you
spend in your role
as an infomediary
for Seed Selection
Tool?

ict_seed_selection_tool28

Selection Tool
জেজি প্রাপ্ত জিান
উপজদে ব্া তেয
তাজদর স সযা
স াধান িরজত
পাজরনন?
আপনন নি োজনন
জিন জসই তেয ব্া
উপজদে িৃ ষজির
স সযা স াধান িরজত
পাজরনন?
আনু াননি িতব্ার
আপনন িৃ ষিজদর
াধয নহজসজব্ িাে
িজরজেন এব্ং তাজদর
হজয় Seed Selection
Tool-এ প্রশ্ন নলনপব্ি
িজরজেন?

select_one yes_no

integer

িজড় এিনদজন িত
স য় (ঘণ্টা) আপনন
Seed Selection
Tool-এর তেয জসব্ার
াধয নহজসজব্ ননজেজি
ননজয়ানেত রাজখন?
(ঘণ্টায় আনুন)

decimal

আপনন নি িখজনা
mPower এর সাজে
জর্ািাজর্াি িজরজেন?
জর্ািাজর্াি িজর
োিজল িতব্ার?
mPower নি িখজনা
আপনার সাজে
জর্ািাজর্াি
িজরেইজলা?
জর্ািাজর্াি িজর
োিজল িতব্ার?
ননজের প্রজশ্নর/ ন্তজব্যর
সাজে আপনন িতটা
এি ত ব্া নি তঃ
mPower আপনাজি
জর্ সহজর্ানিতা
সরব্রাহ িজরজে তাাঁজত
নি আপনন খুব্ সন্তুষ্ট
mPower এর সাজে
জর্ািাজর্াজির/সিজিয
র উপর নভনত্ত িজর

select_one yes_no

Questions for ICT Leaders: mPower Management Practices
ict_mPower_Management_Practices1

Have you ever
contacted mPower?

ict_mPower_Management_Practices1_1

If Yes, how many
times?

ict_mPower_Management_Practices2

Has mPower ever
contacted you?

ict_mPower_Management_Practices2_1

If Yes, how many
times?

ict_mPower_Management_Practices3

I am satisified with
the support that
mPower is giving
me.

ict_mPower_Management_Practices5

Based upon your
interactions with
mPower, how

integer
select_one yes_no

integer
select_one agree_disagree

select_one feel
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would you define
your relationship
with them?

আপনন তাজদর সাজে
আপনার সিিয জি
নিভাজব্ সংিানয়ত
িরজব্ন?

Questions for ICT Leaders: Community Building/Support
ict_Community_Building1

Have any of
mPower's
technologies helped
you build a stronger
Farmer Group?

ict_Community_Building3

Have you been
offered any
additional training
or equipment
beyond your initial
entry into mPower's
program?

ict_Community_Building4

Do you believe that
you need more
training on how to
use the mobile
knowledge tools to
do your job
effectively?

ict_Community_Building6

Does mPower ask
about for your
feedback regarding
their technologies?

ict_Community_Building7

Do they take your
suggestions into
account when
developing their
technologies?
How frequently do
you get a chance to
provide feedback to
mPower on
technology's
effectiveness?

ict_Community_Building8

mPower এর এ ন
জিান প্রর্ুনক্ত আজে নি
জর্টা আপনাজি এিটা
েনক্তোলী িৃ ষি
দল/গ্রুপ িঠজন সাহার্য
িজরনেজলা?
mPower জপ্রাগ্রাজ
জ ািার জক্ষজে
প্রােন ি জেননং এর
ব্াইজর আপনাজি নি
জিান অনতনরক্ত জেননং
ব্া র্ন্ত্রপানত জদওয়া
হজয়নেজলা?
আপনন নি জন িজরন
আপনার এই
তেয ধযজ র
িােটাজি আরও জব্নে
লপ্রসু িরজত
আপনাজি জ াব্াইল
জ্ঞাজনর নব্নভন্ন টু লস
এর ব্যব্হাজরর উপর
আরও জেননং জনয়া
প্রজয়ােন?
mPower নি তাজদর
প্রেুনক্ত/জটিজনাজলানে
সিনিয ত জিান
ন িব্যাি/ তা ত
আপনার জেজি
নেজ্ঞাসা িজর?
তাজদর জটিজনালনের
উন্নয়জন আপনার
পরা েয তারা নি
আ জল জনয়?

select_one yes_no

প্রর্ুনক্তর লপ্রসুতা
ব্াড়াজত আপনন িত
ননয়ন তভাজব্
mPower জি তা ত
ব্া ন িব্যাি জদব্ার
সুজর্াি পান?

select_one
ict_Community_Building8

select_one yes_no

select_one yes_no

select_one yes_no

select_one yes_no

Questions for ICT Leaders: Special Question
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ict_special1

Which
Technologies are
Available to the
Community You
Serve?

ict_special2

How much is the
Farmer Query
System used?

ict_special3

How much is the
Farm Data Bank
used?

ict_special4

How much is the
Crop Diagonostic
System used?

ict_special5

How much is the
SAAO Scheduler
used?

ict_special6

How long have you
served as an ICT
leader in your
group?
(in months)

ict_training_module

Questions for ICT
Leaders: Training
Module
Did you receive any
ICT training apart
form that provided
in the program?

ict_training_1

ict_training_2

If yes, did you
receive training on
computer operation
in general?

ict_training_3

If yes, did you
receive any training
on general usage of
mobile phone
applications?

ict_training_4

If yes, did you
receive any other
(please specify)
general ICT related
training?

আপনন জর্ প্রর্ুনক্তজসব্া
নদজয় োজিন তাজদর
জধয জিানটা
িন উননটিজত সব্জেজয়
জব্নে ব্যব্হৃত হয়?
Farm Query
System - িত ঘনঘন
ব্যব্হৃত হয়/ব্যব্হাজরর
াো জি ন?
Seed Selection
Tool - িত ঘনঘন
ব্যব্হৃত হয়/ব্যব্হাজরর
াো জি ন?
Crop Diagnostic
Tool - িত ঘনঘন
ব্যব্হৃত হয়/ব্যব্হাজরর
াো জি ন?
SAAO Scheduler িত ঘনঘন ব্যব্হৃত
হয়/ব্যব্হাজরর াো
জি ন?
আপনার গ্রুজপ আপনন
িতনদন ধজর ICT
Leader নহসাজব্ জসব্া
নদজেন?
( াজস আনুন)
ICT Leaders:
Training Module

select_multiple
saao_special1

আপনন নি এই
জপ্রাগ্রাজ র আজি জিান
ICT জেননং গ্রহন
িজরজেন?
র্নদ হযাাঁ হয়, তজব্ জসটি
নি িনিউটার
ব্যাব্হার সংক্রান্ত
জিান প্রােন ি জেননং
নেজলা?
র্নদ হযাাঁ হয়, তজব্ জসটি
নি জ াব্াইল জ াজনর
নব্নভন্ন আনিজিেন
ব্যাব্হাজরর জিান
প্রােন ি জেননং
নেজলা?
র্নদ হযাাঁ হয়, তজব্ জসটি
নি অনযানয তেয ও
জর্ািাজর্াি প্রেুনক্ত
(নননদয ষ্ট িরুন)

select_one yes_no

select_one use

select_one use

select_one use

select_one use

integer

begin group

select_one yes_no

select_one yes_no

select_one yes_no
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সংক্রান্ত জিান জেননং
নেজলা?
ict_training_4_oth
ict_training_5

Did you receive any
FQS training?

ict_training_6

If yes, how many
hours of training
did you receive?

ict_training_7

Did your training
prepare you
adequately for
using the FQS tool
in the field?

ict_training_8

Did you receive any
training on Crop
Diagnostic Tool?

ict_training_9

If yes, how many
hours of training
did you receive?

ict_training_10

Did your training
prepare you
adequately for
using the Crop
Diagnostic Tool in
the field?

ict_training_11

Did you receive any
training on Seed
Selection Tool?

ict_training_12

If yes, how many
hours of training
did you receive?

ict_training_13

Did your training
prepare you
adequately for
using the Seed
Selection Tool in
the field?

নননদয ষ্ট িরুন
আপনন নি জিান
Farmers Query
System (FQS)
জেননং গ্রহন িজরজেন?
র্নদ িজর োজিন তজব্
সব্যজ াট িত ঘণ্টার
জেননং জপজয়নেজলন?
ন জে Farmers
Query System
(FQS) ব্যব্হাজরর
জক্ষজে প্রাপ্ত জেননং
আপনাজি নি
সঠিিভাজব্ িজড়
তু লজত জপজরনেল?
আপনন নি জিান Crop
Diagnostic Toolএর উপর জেননং গ্রহন
িজরজেন ?
র্নদ িজর োজিন তজব্
সব্যজ াট িত ঘণ্টার
জেননং জপজয়নেজলন?
ন জে Crop
Diagnostic Tool
ব্যব্হাজরর জক্ষজে প্রাপ্ত
জেননং আপনাজি নি
সঠিিভাজব্ িজড়
তু লজত জপজরনেল?
আপনন নি জিান Seed
Selection Tool-এর
উপর জেননং গ্রহন
িজরজেন?
র্নদ িজর োজিন তজব্
সব্যজ াট িত ঘণ্টার
জেননং জপজয়নেজলন?
ন জে Seed
Selection Tool
ব্যব্হাজরর জক্ষজে প্রাপ্ত
জেননং আপনাজি নি
সঠিিভাজব্ িজড়
তু লজত জপজরনেল?

text
select_one yes_no

আপনন নি Farmers
Query System
(FQS) ব্যাব্হার
িরজেন?

select_one yes_no

integer

select_one yes_no

select_one yes_no

integer

select_one yes_no

select_one yes_no

integer

select_one yes_no

Questions for SAAO: Farmers Query System
saao_farmers_query_system0

Are you using
Farmers Query
System?
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saao_farmers_query_system1

Using the FQS
helps improve the
productivity of the
farmers I serve

saao_farmers_query_system3

Using the FQS
helps farmers solve
problems
effectively

saao_farmers_query_system5

The FQS is easy to
use

saao_farmers_query_system7

Do you know when
to use the FQS?

saao_farmers_query_system9

Has a farmer ever
told you that he or
she received advice
from FQS that was
NOT able to solve
the problems?

saao_farmers_query_system10

Do you know why
it didn't work?

saao_farmers_query_system11

What is the longest
amount of time it
took for a farmer to
get a response?

ননজের প্রশ্ন/ ন্তজব্যর
সাজপজক্ষ আপনার
তা ত নদনঃ
আপনন জর্ Farmers
Query System
(FQS) জসব্া সরব্রাহ
িজরন জসটা িৃ ষিজদর
উৎপাদনেীলতা ব্ৃনি
িরজত সাহার্য িজর
ননজের প্রশ্ন/ ন্তজব্যর
সাজপজক্ষ আপনার
তা ত নদনঃ
Farmers Query
System (FQS) এর
ব্যব্হার িৃ ষিজদর
স সযা পনরপূণযভাজব্
স াধান িরজত
সাহার্য িজর
ননজের প্রশ্ন/ ন্তজব্যর
সাজপজক্ষ আপনার
তা ত নদনঃ
Farmers Query
System (FQS)
ব্যব্হার িরা খুব্
সহে
আপনন নি োজনন
িখন Farmers
Query System
(FQS) ব্যব্হার
িরজত হয়?
জিান িৃ ষি নি
িখজনা আপনাজি
ব্জলজে জর্ Farmers
Query System
(FQS) জেজি পাওয়া
উপজদে তাজদর স সযা
স াধান িরজত
পাজরনন/ব্যেয হজয়জে?
আপনন নি োজনন
জিন Farmers Query
System (FQS) জেজি
জদয়া উপজদে িৃ ষজির
স সযা স াধান িরজত
পাজরনন?
এিেন িৃ ষজির িাজে
তেয সরব্রাহ িরজত
এটা সব্জেজয় জব্নে
িত স য় ননজয়নেজলা?

select_one agree_disagree

select_one agree_disagree

select_one agree_disagree

select_one yes_no

select_one yes_no

select_one yes_no

select_one
farmer_query_system4
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saao_farmers_query_system12

Approximately how
many times have
you served as the
infomediary with
farmers and
submitted a
question on their
behalf through
FQS?

saao_farmers_query_system25

The FQS has made
my job easier.

saao_farmers_query_system26

On average, how
much time out of
your day do you
spend in your role
as an infomediary?
(in hours)

সজব্যাচ্চ িতব্ার
আপনন িৃ ষিজদর
াধয নহজসজব্ িাে
িজরজেন এব্ং তাজদর
হজয় Farmers Query
System (FQS)-এ
প্রশ্ন নলনপব্ি
িজরজেন?
ননজের প্রজশ্নর/ ন্তজব্যর
সাজে আপনন িতটা
এি ত ব্া নি তঃ
এই Farmers Query
System (FQS)
আপনার োিনরজি
অজনি সহে িজরজে
িজড় এিনদজন িত
স য় আপনন এই তেয
জসব্ার াধয নহজসজব্
ননজেজি ননজয়ানেত
রাজখন?
(ঘণ্টায় আনুন)

integer

আপনন নি Crop
Diagnostic Tool
ব্যব্হার িরজেন?
ননজের প্রে/ ন্তজব্যর
সাজে আপনন িতটা
এি ত ব্া নি তঃ
আপনন জর্ Crop
Diagonstic Tool
জসব্া সরব্রাহ িজরন
জসটা িৃ ষিজদর
উৎপাদনেীলতা ব্ৃনি
িরজত সাহার্য িজর
ননজের প্রে/ ন্তজব্যর
সাজে আপনন িতটা
এি ত ব্া নি তঃ
Crop Diagonstic
Tool-এর ব্যব্হার
িৃ ষিজদর স সযা
পনরপূণযভাজব্ স াধান
িরজত সাহার্য িজর
ননজের প্রে/ ন্তজব্যর
সাজে আপনন িতটা
এি ত ব্া নি তঃ
Crop Diagonstic
ব্যব্হার িরা খুব্
সহে

select_one yes_no

select_one agree_disagree

decimal

Questions for SAAO: Crop Diagnostic Tool
saao_Crop_Diagnostic_Survey0

Are you using Crop
Diagnostic Tool?

saao_Crop_Diagnostic_Survey1

Using the Crop
Diagonstic helps
improve the
productivity of the
farmers I serve

saao_Crop_Diagnostic_Survey3

Using the Crop
Diagnostic Survey
helps farmers solve
problems
effectively

saao_Crop_Diagnostic_Survey5

The Crop
Diagnostic Survey
is easy to use

select_one agree_disagree

select_one agree_disagree

select_one agree_disagree
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saao_Crop_Diagnostic_Survey7

I know when to use
the Crop Diagnostic
Survey

saao_Crop_Diagnostic_Survey9

Has a farmer ever
told you that he or
she received advice
from Crop
Diagnostic Survey
that was NOT able
to solve the
problems?

saao_Crop_Diagnostic_Survey10

Do you know why
it didn't work?

saao_Crop_Diagnostic_Survey11

Approximately how
many times have
you served as the
infomediary with
farmers and
submitted a
question on their
behalf through Crop
Diagnostic Survey?

saao_Crop_Diagnostic_survey25

The Crop
Diagnostic tool has
made my job easier.

saao_Crop_Diagnostic_survey26

On average, how
much time out of
your day do you
spend in your role
as an infomediary?
(in hours)

আপনন নি োজনন
িখন Crop
Diagonstic Tool
ব্যব্হার িরজত হয়?
জিান িৃ ষি নি
িখজনা আপনাজি
ব্জলজে জর্ Crop
Diagnostic Tool
জেজি পাওয়া উপজদে
তাজদর স সযা
স াধান িরজত
পাজরনন/ব্যেয হজয়জে?
জিন এটা িৃ ষজির
স সযা স াধান িরজত
পাজরনন আপনন োজনন
নি?
সজব্যাচ্চ িতব্ার
আপনন িৃ ষিজদর
াধয নহজসজব্ িাে
িজরজেন এব্ং তাজদর
হজয় Crop
Diagonstic Tool-এ
প্রশ্ন নলনপব্ি
িজরজেন?
ননজের প্রজশ্নর/ ন্তজব্যর
সাজে আপনন িতটা
এি ত ব্া নি তঃ
এই Crop Diagnostic
আপনার োিনরজি
অজনি সহে িজরজে
িজড় এিনদজন িত
স য় আপনন এই তেয
জসব্ার াধয নহজসজব্
ননজেজি ননজয়ানেত
রাজখন?
(ঘণ্টায় আনুন)

select_one yes_no

আপনন নি Seed
Selection Tool
ব্যব্হার িরজেন?
ননজের প্রে/ ন্তজব্যর
সাজে আপনন িতটা
এি ত ব্া নি তঃ
আপনন জর্ Seed
Selection Tool জসব্া
সরব্রাহ িজরন জসটা
িৃ ষিজদর

select_one yes_no

select_one yes_no

select_one yes_no

integer

select_one agree_disagree

decimal

Questions for SAAO: Seed Selection Tool
saao_seed_selection_tool0

Are you using Seed
Selection Tool?

saao_seed_selection_tool1

Using the Seed
Selection Tool
helps improve the
productivity of the
farmers I serve

select_one agree_disagree
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উৎপাদনেীলতা ব্ৃনি
িরজত সাহার্য িজর
saao_seed_selection_tool3

Using the Seed
Selection Tool
helps farmers solve
problems
effectively

saao_seed_selection_tool5

The Seed Selection
Tool is easy to use

saao_seed_selection_tool7

I know when to use
the Seed Selection
Tool

saao_seed_selection_tool9

Has a farmer ever
told you that he or
she received advice
from Seed Selection
Tool that was NOT
able to solve the
problems?

saao_seed_selection_tool10

Do you know why
it didn't work?

saao_seed_selection_tool11

Approximately how
many times have
you served as the
infomediary with
farmers and
submitted a
question on their
behalf through Seed
Selection Tool?
The Seed Selection
Tool has made my
job easier.

saao_seed_selection_tool25

ননজের প্রে/ ন্তজব্যর
সাজে আপনন িতটা
এি ত ব্া নি তঃ
Seed Selection
Tool এর ব্যব্হার
িৃ ষিজদর স সযা
পনরপূণযভাজব্ স াধান
িরজত সাহার্য িজর
ননজের প্রে/ ন্তজব্যর
সাজে আপনন িতটা
এি ত ব্া নি তঃ
Seed Selection
Tool ব্যব্হার িরা
খুব্ সহে
আপনন নি োজনন
িখন Seed
Selection Tool
ব্যব্হার িরজত হয়?
জিান িৃ ষি নি
িখজনা আপনাজি
ব্জলজে জর্ Seed
Selection Tool
জেজি পাওয়া উপজদে
তাজদর স সযা
স াধান িরজত
পাজরনন/ব্যেয হজয়জে?
জিন এটা িৃ ষজির
স সযা স াধান িরজত
পাজরনন আপনন োজনন
নি?
সজব্যাচ্চ িতব্ার
আপনন িৃ ষিজদর
াধয নহজসজব্ িাে
িজরজেন এব্ং তাজদর
হজয় Seed Selection
Tool-এ প্রশ্ন নলনপব্ি
িজরজেন?

select_one agree_disagree

ননজের প্রজশ্নর/ ন্তজব্যর
সাজে আপনন িতটা
এি ত ব্া নি তঃ
এই Seed Selection
Tool আপনার
োিনরজি অজনি সহে
িজরজে

select_one agree_disagree

select_one agree_disagree

select_one yes_no

select_one yes_no

select_one yes_no

integer
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On average, how
much time out of
your day do you
spend in your role
as an infomediary?
(in hours)

িজড় এিনদজন িত
স য় আপনন এই তেয
জসব্ার াধয নহজসজব্
ননজেজি ননজয়ানেত
রাজখন?
(ঘণ্টায় আনুন)

decimal

saao_technology0

Have you used the
SAAO scheduler?

select_one yes_no

saao_technology1

How much time did
you spend filling
out the paper
schedules/reports
using the old paperbased reporting
system?
(in hours)

saao_technology2

How much time do
you spend now
filling out the
schedules/reports
using the new
SAAO scheduling
software on your
mobile?

saao_technology3

Do you believe it
would be a positive
or negative thing if
future
developments of the
software allowed
the local members
of a community to
receive an sms text
several days before
you were scheduled
to be in a
community to teach
a lesson on a given
topic?
Effect on SAAOs
duties (e.g., does it
make them feel like
they have to set
more appointments
than they already
do?)
Do you believe this
system will help
you organize your
work and the way
that you serve the

আপনন নি িখজনা
SAAO scheduler
ব্যাব্হার িজরজেন?
আজি র্খন িািজে
নরজপাটয িরার পিনত
প্রেলন নেল তখন
নরজপাটয/নসনিউল
নলখজত আপনন িত
স য় ব্যয় িরজতন?
(ঘণ্টায় আনুন)
ব্তয াজন আপনার
জ াব্াইজল SAAO
scheduling
software ব্যব্হার
িজর নরজপাটয/ নসনিউল
নলখজত আপনন িত
স য় ব্যয় িজরন?
(ঘণ্টায় আনুন)
আপনন নি জন িজরন
ভনব্ষযজত স টওয়যার
উন্নয়জনর জল স্থানীয়
িন উননটি
সদসযিনজদর র্নদ
SMS-এর াধযজ
জব্ে নিেু নদন আজি
োনাজনা হয় আপনন
িজব্ র্াজব্ন এিটি
প্রনেক্ষণ নদজত, এটি নি
এিটি ইনতব্ােি না
জননতব্ােি হজব্?
SAAO-এর দানয়জত্বর
উপর প্রভাব্

text

আপনন নি জন িজরন
এই পিনতটা আপনার
িােজি সংিঠিত
িরজত এব্ং আপনার

select_one yes_no

saao_seed_selection_tool26

Questions for SAAO: Technology

saao_technology4

saao_technology5

decimal

decimal

select_one pos_neg
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farmer households
that are assigned to
you?

উপর নযাস্ত দায়ীত্ব
অেযাৎ িৃ ষিজদরজি
জসব্া িরার পেজি
সংিঠিত িরজত
সাহার্য িরজব্?

Questions for SAAO: Management Model
Based upon your
interactions with
mPower, how
would you define
your relationship
with them?

mPower এর সাজে
জর্ািাজর্াজির/সিজিয
র উপর নভনত্ত িজর
আপনন তাজদর সাজে
আপনার সিিয জি
নিভাজব্ সংিানয়ত
িরজব্ন?

select_one feel

saao_usersupport1

Have you been
offered any
additional training
or equipment
beyond your initial
entry into mPower's
program?

select_one yes_no

saao_usersupport2

Do you believe that
you need more
training on how to
use FQS tools to do
your job
effectively?

saao_usersupport3

Do you believe that
you need more
training on how to
use Crop
Diagnostic tools to
do your job
effectively?

saao_usersupport4

Do you believe that
you need more
training on how to
use Seed Selection
tools to do your job
effectively?

mPower জপ্রাগ্রাজ
জ ািার জক্ষজে
প্রােন ি জেননং এর
ব্াইজর আপনাজি নি
জিান অনতনরক্ত জেননং
ব্া র্ন্ত্রপানত জদওয়ার
েজনয অ ার িরা
হজয়নেজলা?
আপনন নি জন িজরন
আপনার োকুনরটাজি
আরও জব্নে লপ্রসু
িরজত আপনাজি
Farmers Query
System-এর
ব্যব্হাজরর উপর
আরও জেননং জনয়া
প্রজয়ােন?
আপনন নি জন িজরন
আপনার োকুনরটাজি
আরও জব্নে লপ্রসু
িরজত আপনাজি
Crop Diagnostic
Tool-এর ব্যব্হাজরর
উপর আরও জেননং
জনয়া প্রজয়ােন?
আপনন নি জন িজরন
আপনার োকুনরটাজি
আরও জব্নে লপ্রসু
িরজত আপনাজি
Seed Selection
Tool-এর ব্যব্হাজরর
উপর আরও জেননং
জনয়া প্রজয়ােন?

saao_management1

Questions for SAAO: User Support

select_one yes_no

select_one yes_no

select_one yes_no
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Questions for SAAO: System Development
saao_system_development1

Does mPower ask
about for your
feedback regarding
their technologies?

saao_system_development2

Do they take your
suggestions into
account when
developing their
technologies?
How frequently do
you get a chance to
provide feedback to
mPower on
technology's
effectiveness?

saao_system_development3

mPower নি তাজদর
জটিজনাজলানে
সিনিয ত জিান
ন িব্যাি ব্া তা ত
আপনার জেজি
নেজ্ঞাসা িজর?
তাজদর জটিজনালনের
উন্নয়জন আপনার
পরা েয তারা নি
আ জল জনয়?

select_one yes_no

প্রর্ুনক্তর লপ্রসুতা
ব্াড়াজত আপনন িত
ননয়ন তভাজব্
mPower জি
ন িব্যাি ব্া তা ত
জদব্ার সুজর্াি পান?

select_one
saao_system_development
3

SAAO-জি নেজ্ঞাস
িরুণ নতনন জর্ জর্
উপজেলায় িাে
িজরন তার জধয
জিান উপজেলায়
Farmers Query
System, Crop
Diagnostic Tool,
Seed Selection
Tool এব্ং SAAO
Scgeduler ব্যাব্নরত
হয়। নতনন জর্
উপজেলা উজেযখ
িরজব্ন, পরব্তী
প্রশ্নগুজলা জসই
উপজেলার জপ্রনক্ষজত
আনুন
আপনন জর্ প্রর্ুনক্তজসব্া
নদজয় োজিন তাজদর
জধয জিানটা
িন উননটিজত সব্জেজয়
জব্নে ব্যব্হৃত হয়?
Farm Query
System - িত ঘনঘন
ব্যব্হৃত হয়/ব্যব্হাজরর
াো জি ন?
Seed Selection
Tool - িত ঘনঘন
ব্যব্হৃত হয়/ব্যব্হাজরর
াো জি ন?

note

select_one yes_no

Questions for SAAO: Special Question
saao_special_note

Ask the SAAO to
identify the upazilla
they work with that
has the most use of
technologies
(Farmer Query
System, Seed
Selection Tool,
Crop Diagnostic
System)…If they
say different
upazillas for
different
technologies, then
pick one upazilla
with most over all
technology use

saao_special1

Which
Technologies are
Available to the
Community You
Serve?

saao_special2

How frequently are
the Farmer Query
System used?

saao_special3

How frequently are
the Seed Selection
Tool used?

select_multiple
saao_special1

select_one use

select_one use
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saao_special4

How frequently are
the Crop Diagnostic
System used?

saao_special5

How frequently are
the SAAO
Scheduler used?

Crop Diagnostic
System - িত ঘনঘন
ব্যব্হৃত হয়/ব্যব্হাজরর
াো জি ন?
SAAO Scheduler িত ঘনঘন ব্যব্হৃত
হয়/ব্যব্হাজরর াো
জি ন?

select_one use

আপনন নি এই
জপ্রাগ্রাজ র আজি জিান
ICT জেননং গ্রহন
িজরজেন?
র্নদ হযাাঁ হয়, তজব্ জসটি
নি িনিউটার
ব্যাব্হার সংক্রান্ত
জিান প্রােন ি জেননং
নেজলা?
র্নদ হযাাঁ হয়, তজব্ জসটি
নি জ াব্াইল জ াজনর
নব্নভন্ন আনিজিেন
ব্যাব্হাজরর জিান
প্রােন ি জেননং
নেজলা?
র্নদ হযাাঁ হয়, তজব্ জসটি
নি অনযানয তেয ও
জর্ািাজর্াি প্রেুনক্ত
(নননদয ষ্ট িরুন)
সংক্রান্ত জিান জেননং
নেজলা?
নননদয ষ্ট িরুন

select_one yes_no

আপনন নি জিান
Farmers Query
System (FQS)
জেননং গ্রহন িজরজেন?
র্নদ িজর োজিন তজব্
সব্যজ াট িত ঘণ্টার
জেননং জপজয়নেজলন?
ন জে Farmers
Query System
(FQS) ব্যব্হাজরর
জক্ষজে প্রাপ্ত জেননং
আপনাজি নি
সঠিিভাজব্ িজড়
তু লজত জপজরনেল?
আপনন নি জিান Crop
Diagnostic Toolএর উপর জেননং গ্রহন

select_one yes_no

select_one use

Questions for SAAO: Training Module
saao_training_1

Did you receive any
ICT training apart
form that provided
in the program?

saao_training_2

If yes, did you
receive training on
computer operation
in general?

saao_training_3

If yes, did you
receive any training
on general usage of
mobile phone
applications?

saao_training_4

If yes, did you
receive any other
(please specify)
general ICT related
training?

saao_training_4_oth
saao_training_5

Did you receive any
FQS training?

saao_training_6

If yes, how many
hours of training
did you receive?

saao_training_7

Did your training
prepare you
adequately for
using the FQS tool
in the field?

saao_training_8

Did you receive any
training on Crop
Diagnostic Tool?

select_one yes_no

select_one yes_no

select_one yes_no

text

integer

select_one yes_no

select_one yes_no
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saao_training_9

If yes, how many
hours of training
did you receive?

saao_training_10

Did your training
prepare you
adequately for
using the Crop
Diagnostic Tool in
the field?

saao_training_11

Did you receive any
training on Seed
Selection Tool?

saao_training_12

If yes, how many
hours of training
did you receive?

saao_training_13

Did your training
prepare you
adequately for
using the Seed
Selection Tool in
the field?

িজরজেন ?
র্নদ িজর োজিন তজব্
সব্যজ াট িত ঘণ্টার
জেননং জপজয়নেজলন?
ন জে Crop
Diagnostic Tool
ব্যব্হাজরর জক্ষজে প্রাপ্ত
জেননং আপনাজি নি
সঠিিভাজব্ িজড়
তু লজত জপজরনেল?
আপনন নি জিান Seed
Selection Tool-এর
উপর জেননং গ্রহন
িজরজেন?
র্নদ িজর োজিন তজব্
সব্যজ াট িত ঘণ্টার
জেননং জপজয়নেজলন?
ন জে Seed
Selection Tool
ব্যব্হাজরর জক্ষজে প্রাপ্ত
জেননং আপনাজি নি
সঠিিভাজব্ িজড়
তু লজত জপজরনেল?

integer

select_one yes_no

select_one yes_no

integer

select_one yes_no

Demographic and Background Questions for all groups
demographic1

How old are you?

আপনার ব্য়স িত?

integer

demographic2

How many are in
your family?

integer

demographic3

How much land do
you use for
cultivation/farming
?

demographic4

Ownership status of
the cultivated land

demographic4_1

How much of the
land is under your
ownership
How much of the
land is rented

আপনার পনরব্াজর
সদসয সংখযা িত?
আপনন িতটু কু েন
িৃ নষ িাজে ব্যাব্হার
িজরন?
(েতজি আনুন)
েন র ানলিানার
ধরন
ননজের অংে িতটু কু
(েতজি আনুন)
ভাড়া িরা অংে
িতটু কু
(েতজি আনুন)
িত রিজ র েসয
আপনন প্রনত ব্ের
োষাব্াদ িজরন?
আপনন নি নলখজত ও
পড়জত পাজরন?
আপনার ননজের নি
জিান জ াব্াইল জ ান
আজে?

decimal

demographic4_2

demographic5

How many crops
per year do you
cultivate?

demographic6

Can you read or
write?

demographic7

Do you have your
own mobile phone?

decimal

select_one ownership
decimal

integer

select_one read_write
select_one yes_no
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demographic8

demographic9

What type of
mobile phone do
you have?
If you do not have
any mobile phone,
can you get access
to any mobile
phone?

demographic10

What type of
mobile phone(s) do
you have access to?

demographic11

Whose phone do
you have access to?

demographic12

How do you
typically get
information you
need about
farming?
Please specify

demographic12_oth

োিজল, নি ধরজনর?

select_multiple ph_type

আপনার ননজের জিান
জ াব্াইল জ ান না
োিজল, অনয িাজরা
জ াব্াইল জ ান নি
আপনন ব্যাব্হার
িরজত পাজরন?
পারজল নি ধরজনর
জ ান ব্যাব্হার িরজত
পাজরন?
িার জ ান ব্যাব্হার
িরজত পাজরন?
সাধারনত আপনন
িৃ নষ সংক্রান্ত তেয নি
ভাজব্ জপজয় োজিন?

select_one yes_no

নননদয ষ্ট িরুন

text

select_multiple ph_type

select_multiple
demographic11
select_multiple agri_info
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APPENDIX C
Sampling Frame for Farmer Survey

District

Upazila

BARGUNA

Barguna
Sadar

BARISAL

Barisal
Sadar
(Kotwali)

BHOLA

Char Fasson

PATUA
KHALI

Patuakhali
Sadar

PIROJPUR

Bhandaria

FARIDPUR

Faridpur
Sadar

JESSORE

Chaugachha

MAGURA

Magura
Sadar

NARAIL

Kalia

SATKHIRA

Satkhira
Sadar

Total

Union

Badarkhali
Keorabunia
Gaurichanna
Chandra
Mohan
Char Baria
Char Kowa
Abu
Bakarpur
Ewajpur
Osmanganj
Badarpur
Bara Bighai
Chhota
Bighai
Dhaoa
Ikri
Telikhali
Aliabad
Ambikapur
Char
Madhabdia
Greda
Ishan
Gopalpur
Kaijuri
Kanaipur
Krishnanagar
Majchar
Uttar
Channel
Jagadishpur
Narayanpur
Swarupdaha
Hazipur
Jagdal
Maghi
Joynagar
Khasial
Mauli
Peruli
Purulia
Bhomra
Fingiri
Ghona
Shibpur

Number of
Farmers
and ICT
Leaders in
the Union
32
24
24

Number
of
Farmers
in the
Union
31
18
20

Number of
Farmers to
be Sampled

Number
of ICT
Leaders in
the Union

14
8
8

1
6
4

Number of
ICT
Leaders to
be
Sampled
1
6
4

14

12

8

2

2

15
17

13
15

9
13

2
2

2
2

49

48

15

1

1

10
46
38
90

10
44
37
90

5
10
10
10

2
1
-

2
1
-

67

67

10

-

-

32
76
13
2
5

32
75
13
2
4

12
13
5
2
2

1
1

1
1

5

2

RESERVE

3

3

3

2

RESERVE

1

1

3

1

RESERVE

2

2

1
27
5
9

1
25
4
7

RESERVE
20
2
4

2
1
2

2
1
2

1

0

RESERVE

1

1

36
22
48
21
43
32
24
6
4
7
7
55
25
13
13
964

34
17
46
18
42
32
23
5
3
7
7
55
25
13
8
908

10
5
15
10
10
10
15
5
2
4
4
15
8
7
RESERVE
300

2
5
2
3
1
1
1
1
5
56

2
5
2
3
1
1
1
1
5
56
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APPENDIX D
Survey Sample by Upazila
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Appendix E
Focus Group and Interview Sample
Qualitative Team Performance
Districts
Dhaka
Focus Groups (these
range in size from 5 to
10 farmers)
Interviews with Input
Seller
Interviews with ICT
Champion
Interviews with Call
Center Personnel

2

Rajbari

Magura

Jessore

Barguna

Barishal

Satkhira

Total

1

1

2

3

1

2

10

1

1

1

1

2
2

4
2
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